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AILURES in the commercial world these days are mighty sad events. No 
Banker likes to see them. Lack of efficient management and methods 

are, of course, the general cause. 

One of the most prominent Bankers in Chicago said in an interview that his 
institution considered up-to-date production and sales methods an important factor 
in deciding whether they would transact certain business with various patrons. 

To illustrate this he told about refusing to grant a small loan to a retailer who 
had been doing business with his bank for a number of years. The retailer 

immediately removed his account to another bank, obtained the loan, and was soon 
in the hands of a receiver. 

A little closer investigation on the part of the latter bank would have probably 

saved that failure, and in addition kept their own books from having a record of it. 
While the suggestions you make, when your advice is asked, are not always for the purpose 

of saving failures, in many cases you can for instance tell a patron to look up a certain short-cut 
that may enable him to cut a big cost, and in time this helps to make him a better patron. That is, of 
course, the reason Bankers are interested in knowing more about modern methods and particularly 
those methods for cutting non-productive expense. 

Wherever there are efficient methods in both the manufacturing work or the business-building 
work of a concern, there will you find Addressograph equipment. Thousands of concerns are 
doing their payroll work with the Addressograph—a 10 days’ job reduced to 2 days oftentimes. 
Other concerns are heading up their statements and office forms with the Addressograph, saving 
time and expense. Still others are using the Addressograph to fill in checks and mail out matter 
to stockholders. 

Wherever names are written, the Addressograph is the only efficient way to handle the work. 
Banks large and small are using it to head up statements, as well as in advertising mailing work. 

Particulars sent to you or to any concern whose name you turn over to us. 

Alddresso 

TRACE MAR 

908 W. Van Buren Street 
Chicago 23 Illinois 

Addressograph Co.. 
908 W. Van Buren St., Chicago 

Please send us, without obligation, 
printed matter regarding Addresso- 
graph equipment applied to 
Our Work I] Other’s Work 

Name 

Address 

City 

Send “Looking Ahead In Business” 
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takes off the “war” handicap 

Here’s a fact proved by the war-time experience of the Mercan- 

tile Trust Company of St. Louis (and thousands of other banks): 

The Library Bureau card ledger mechanically posted affords 

the most effective war-time method for handling accounting— 

especially with a short-handed accounting force. 

It saves hours of posting time daily. It assures maximum 

speed-with-accuracy. 

By means of the L. B. index, accounts are instantly findable. 

In posting, cards can be handled faster than flimsy sheets. They 

drop right into correct position on the posting machine because of 

their weight and stiffness—without slipping. 

The card ledger is naturally adaptable to posting on the Bur- 

roughs—because mechanical posting follows the principle of the 

card system: filing on edge, vertically. 

cs If you are interested in the practical experience of the Mercan- 

i: tile Trust Company, write for new folder. 

Library Bureau 

serene sc 

ee 
Card and filing a Filing cabinets 

systems Founded 1876 wood and steel 

Boston New York Philadelphia Chicago 

43 Federal street 316 Broadway 910 Chestnut street 6 N. Michigan ave. 

Forty salesrooms in leading cities of the United States, Great Britain and France 

ADVERTISING SECTION 
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f Another Big Bank Eliminates 

Waste Operations 

In Ledger Posting. 

Kalamazoo Loose Leaf Binder Co., 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Gentlemen : 

After having tried your Style “‘C’’ Loose Leaf System 
for several months in connection with our Depositors’ 
Monthly Statements, we have been so well pleased with 
it that we have installed it for our city ledgers in con- 
nection with the Burroughs Bookkeeping Machine. 
Some of the principal points which we find of advan- 
tage are as follows: 

1. Greater convenience over the old style 
Boston Ledger in referring to an account. 

2. Offset feature. We find that the accounts 
acting for the day may be offset in the ledger 
binders and the corresponding accounts offset 
in the statement binders, making a substantial 
saving in time when comparing same. 
3. Speed. Owing to the convenient arrange- 
ment of the sheets in binder, our operators 
are able to handle items to be posted very 
rapidly and yet have all records neatly and 
well bound for constant reference. 

We consider the system a success. 
Very truly yours, 

(Signed) B. B. McKay 
McK:R Auditor 

ADVERTISING SECTION 

Showing the Kalamazoo “‘Style C System’’ and 
Burroughs Bookkeeping Machine in actual opera- 
tion in the Accounting Department of Greenebaum 
Sons Bank and Trust Company, Chicago, Illinois 

EDGER posting costs were 
running high—this was the 

problem of Greenebaum Sons Bank 
and Trust Company of Chicago. 
Too much of the time of expert 

bookkeepers was being used—some way must be 
found, it was determined, to handle this branch 
of work less expensively. In keeping with the 
progressive policy of this pioneer banking house 
—investigation was made of the many devices 

for handling bookkeeping by machine. Careful checking of time costs 
showed clearly the economy of the system finally adopted—the 

Kalamazoo “Style C System” and 

The Burroughs Bookkeeping Machine 

Now, girls are handling the ledger 
posting—saving nearly half the salaries 
formerly paid the expert men _ book- 
keepers. And more work is being 
accomplished. Whereas formerly 900 
ledger entries was a big day’s quota for 
one worker—now, not only are the 900 
postings made but an equal number of 
statements are made out at the same 
time. 
Read at the left, the letter of Mr. McKay 

—Auditor of Greenebaum Sons Bank and 
Trust Company—then consider how 
Kalamazoo devices may effect similar 
economies in your ledger posting. 
With workers scarce—with overhead 
costs creeping ever higher—with the 
need never greater for eliminating waste 
motions and saving employee time— 
you owe it to your profit sheet to in- 
vestigate the time and money saving 
possibilities of Kalamazoo Devices. 

Kalamazoo Loose Leaf Binder Co., Kalamazoo, Michigan 

LOOSE-LEAF-DEVICES-AND 

ACCOUNTING-SYSTEMS Uz 
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Do YOU Think She 

Buy a 

A middle-aged woman with care-worn face and gray- 
ing hair sat before a machine in a Detroit overall factory 
last Thursday. A Liberty Bond salesman approached 
her. 

“Will you buy a bond?” he asked. 
“Do you think I should buy a bond?” she said, looking 

up from her work. 
“You can decide that best for yourself,” replied the 

bond salesman 
“No,” the woman said thoughtfully, “I'd like to have you 

decide it. I don't know. You see, it is this way: I ama 
widow. I have three boys. Two of them are at Camp 
Custer. The third one—little Jimmie—he goes in an- 
other week or so. They didn’t want to leave me alone 
—they’re fine, clean, manly boys—though I am their 
mother. 

“But I made them go, you see. 
“That’s why I am working here—at this machine for 

twelve dollars a week. 
“YOU DON’T KNOW, SIR, HOW HAPPY | AM TO BE 

DOING THIS FOR THE BOYS AND THE COUNTRY. 
“But I'll buy a bond, if you think I should.” 
The Bond salesman gulped, shook his head without 

speaking, grasped her hand--and moved on. 

Bond? 

When he had reached the end of the long work room a 
girl plucked him by the sleeve. 

“A lady back there wants to speak to you,” she said. 
He went back to the widow. She smiled cheerfully at 

him and said simply— 
“I have decided to buy that bond.” 
Are YOU satisfied to let this widow, who has given her 

three sons, all she has in the world, and given them 
bravely and cheerfully—also to PAY YOUR Share for 
YOU? 

Do you want her to pay for victory as well as help to 
win it? 

Are you more tender of YOUR dollars than she is of 
her SONS—and her dollars, too? 

If you think she should not buy a Liberty Bond, please 
suggest some one who WILL buy the bond and relieve 
this widow of the burden she should not be asked to 
carry. 

On the other hard, if you think she SHOULD buy the 
bond, what in the same proportion of patriotism, self- 
sacrifice and smiling heroism is to be YOUR Liberty 
Bond subscription? 

She gives three sons and one-sixth of her weekly in- 
come to buy a Bond. 
WHAT IS YOUR SHARE? 

Should 

Contributed to Second Liberty Loan of 1917 by 
DETROIT SAVINGS BANK 

Do the people of the United States really understand what war thrift and war sacrifice mean? 
Advertisements such as the one reproduced above are doing more to teach them than all oratory 

In the article starting on the opposite page Mr. Welton tells why successful war financing 
demands that this thrift lesson be driven home to America 
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steel furnaces at Braddock, Pa. 

and the Answer 

Behind War-Finance, the Reserve Banks; 

but Behind the Reserve Banks, Thrift 2s_ 

F PROBLEMS confronting the 

banker there is no end. Like the 

woes depicted by Polonius, they tread on one an- 

other's heels. The war has done its share to enlarge 

and increase them and they were enlarging and 

increasing rapidly enough before. The important 

and impressive problems circle about war financing 

and the Federal Reserve System. The others, as 

interesting, concern the supply of capital for invest- 

ment enterprises, the price of securities, the increase 

of production and the making of profits. 

The banker might be forgiven for considering the last 

first. Making profits is the greatest concern of the 

greatest number. But profit-making is taboo and the 

banker is a citizen of proved loyalty. He has been 

first aid to government financing. He is working 

devotedly for Red Cross and Y. M. C. A., and in the 

lists of the supporters of the innumerable war charities 

his name is always near the top. He has given of his 

own resources and of his time and ability and he will 

continue to do so. He has studied his own situation 

and bought Liberty Loan bonds for his bank, bearing 

always in mind, of course, the rule of liquidity. He 

By A. D. WELTON has expended money to advertise the 

bonds and has urged their purchase 

with no desire or prospect of profit. He has seen his 

holdings of securities shrink in value and has won- 

dered where it would end. But he hasn't complained. 

These are his personal and private problems and he 

will take his chance of winning with the rest of the 

business world. 

The banker, however, did not make the war and 

he does not control its varying fortunes. In a 

measure he made the Federal Reserve System and in 

some measure he controls its developments, but he 

does not know what congress may do with it or how 

the Federal Reserve Board may interpret it, and he 

does not know how exigency may force the government 

to make use of it in financing the enormous military 

operations in which the nation is engaged. 

These problems of war financing, reserve system 

development, supplying of capital and increasing 

production are inter-related, although each presents 

individual angles. There are some present and pertinent 

points worth considering—for instance, the develop- 

ment of the Federal Reserve System and the influence 

” 
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of war and war-financing on it. 

Everybody knows or should 

know that the Federal Reserve 

System was designed as an ad- 

junct to commerce and as an aid 

to commercial banking. It had 

three great purposes: viz., to pro- 

vide an elastic currency, to give 

life to commercial paper and to 

mobilize bank reserves. One of 

the incidental functions conferred 

by congress was the power to buy 

and sell government securities. 

There was no reason, when the 

act was under consideration, to 

assume that this function would 

ever become primary or that gov- 

ernment financing would ever 

become a matter of great concern 

to the reserve banks. It is now 

within the range of possibility that 

such may be the case. 

A banking system can not be 

brought into complete existence 

and operation by a statute. A law 

is probably necessary in these days, 

but law or no law, a scheme of 

banking is made up of traditions, 

precedents, decisions and cus- 

toms, and, in our case, of 

a statute and the regulations 

of the su- 

pervisory 

officials. The 

National % 

Bank Act . 

was not 

For Ss Santis 
- 

The “Sammies of ‘61" 
last August. 

repealed when the Federal Reserve 

Act came on the financial stage. 

It was impossible. The statute 

known as the National Bank Act 

might have been repealed, but the 

precedents, the customs and the 

court decisions could not be. 

Around the Federal Reserve Act 

there is now being built a huge struc- 

ture of asimilar kind. This structure 

will grow as the system develops, 

and the development of the system, 

and the manner of it, is now all 

important. Itis the great problem 

because it underlies all the others. 

As an illustration of the manner 

of this development, it may be cited 

that recently the Federal Reserve 

Board ruled that “renewable go- 

day notes are undesirable as invest- 

ments for Federal Reserve Banks.” 

The ruling attracted some attention 

within the shrine where sit the 

initiated, but its momentous nature 

was not heralded. Had the ruling 

been otherwise, the resources of the 

reserve banks could be considered 

as open to corporations in search of 

capital for practically per- 

manent use. Two-year 

notes, renewable every go 

days, would yield capital 

for plant extensions or 

purchases of machinery 

and they would be ex- 

actly the opposite of 

“self liquidating.” By 

this term is 

in parade at their annual encampment in Boston 
At no time during the Civil War did the cost per day to the 

federal government exceed $3,000,000 

meant the ex- 

istence of a 

concrete secur- 

ity for the note 

whose sale will 

produce the 

funds to dis- 

charge the 

obligation. It 

marks a com- 

mercial transac- 

tion and is 

wholly distinct 

from a note 

against invest- 

ment security 

from which the 

earnings of fif- 

teen or twenty 

EAS 

or thirty 

yeers 

would be 

needed to 

produce 

enough 

funds to 

pay the 

debt. 

When 

the Re- 

serve 

Board 

ruled that 

go-day 

notes, re- 

newable 

for two 

years, were 

undesir- 

able in- 

vestments 

for reserve 

banks, it 

adhered 

loyally to 

the fundamental characterization 

of the banks as commercial. It 

stopped, for the instant at least, 

a normal attempt at development 

out of obvious community needs. 

But the need for capital for 

such uses on such terms and for 

such a length of time continues. 

Suggestions for such use of the 

resources of the reserve banks 

are frequent enough. They come 

usually from bankers—often from 

bankers of conspicuous standing 

and achievements. More than once 

it has been suggested that the 

short-time notes of railroads be 

made eligible for rediscount. There 

are many men of standing who 

think that stock exchange collateral 

should be accepted by reserve 

banks. In the last session of 

congress, Senator Calder introduced 

a bill by whose terms banks could 

borrow from the Federal Reserve 

Banks on their 15-day notes secured 

by railroad, public utility or munici- 

pal bonds. The passage of this 

amendment of the Federal Reserve 

Act was urged by many bankers. 

In a way this is merely an extension 

of the provision permitting such 

A. D. Welton—himsel 



loans when secured by _ paper 

eligible for rediscount. The banks 

which are members of the reserve 

system would be the borrowers, it 

is urged. They should have the 

loans and it is foolish to deny them 

merely because they happen not to 

have a particular kind of security 

which is no better than the kind 

proposed. “It is perfectly safe,” 

the proponents always conclude. 

Perfect safety is radically differ- 

ent from self-liquidation, however. 

The pawnbroker who lends $20 on 

a watch with double that amount 

of gold in the case is perfectly safe, 

but he may have to hunt a customer 

for the watch or smash it up and 

get the gold. 

A powerful argument in favor of 

this kind of collateral for loans 

from the reserve banks is found in 

the failure of business to produce 

enough commercial paper of the 

classes eligible for rediscount to 

meet the demands. A _ stock 

argument from the country banker 

against joining the reserve system 

has been that it would be of no 

value to him because he has no 

paper which the reserve banks can 

accept. It is a forceful argument. 

Thousands of small country banks 

know nothing but mortgage secu- 

rity. Thousands have only single- 

name paper from local merchants 

and farmers and hundreds of them 

have never seen a trade acceptance. 

This objection is being met by a 

campaign to encourage the use of 

the trade acceptance. 

The trade acceptance and its big 

brother, the banker's acceptance, 

are necessarily self-liquidating. 

They grow out of a purchase and 

sale of merchandise, presumably 

marketable merchandise. They 

have a definite maturity. They are 

usually sold in the open market 

and are readily accepted for redis- 

count by the reserve banks. The 

acceptor does not know from what 

quarter they will appear for pay- 

ment on the due date, but he knows 

they will appear and that failure to 

pay will impair his credit. The 

credit standing of the trade accept- 

ance is, however, not much better 

than that of the men whose names 

appear on it. There are necessarily 

two names and the purchaser of 

such an acceptance counts on that. 

If there are three or more names 

the credit standing of the instru- 

ment is that much better. But the 

trade acceptance has a_ value 

beyond the quality of the names on 

it. In theory certainly and in 

practice usually the acceptor of 

a draft—that is, the purchaser of 

goods—has time in which to turn 

over what he has purchased and so 

secure the funds with which to 

discharge the obligation. The law 

of supply and demand becomes an 

important element. The marketable 

quality of the merchandise _ is, 

therefore, a factor to be considered. 

An acceptance arising out of a sale 

of flour or sugar or coal should have 

a better standing than one arising 

out of a transaction in crystal- 

gazing gloves or ostrich feather 

fans. But, in any event, such 

Credit instrument is to 

be classed differently from 

any obligation secured by 

mere ability to pay or 

probable ability to pay = 

at the end of a foreclo- 

sure or slow liquidation 

of assets in the form of 

fixed capital. 

Just now, for 

instance, some 

financiers are 

concerned over 

$50,000,000 in 

notes of the 

Brooklyn Rapid 

Transit Com- 

pany due July 1, 

1918. These 

notes are now 

selling at a price 

to yield 9 per 

cent. Public Pe 

utility compa- | x 

nies are not 

prospering, 

apparently, and 

there is worry 

AS fl 

per day or thereabouts. 
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over the prospect of refinancing 

this issue. One remedy is to in- 

crease fares. Another proposal is 

that the government establish a 

rule forcing the creditors in a case 

of this kind to acept an extension 

of a year. 

This is a typical case of credit 

obligations which are not self- 

liquidating, and the troubles that 

arise from efforts to class them with 

the commercial paper to which the 

reserve banks are now restricted. 

The obligations of the govern- 

ment of the United States are not 

self-liquidating either. Liberty 

bonds have been very properly 

advertised as secured by mortgage 

on the wealth of the United States, 

as the “best security in the world,” 

etc. So they are. The argument 

can be extended, It may, for 

instance, be truthfully said that if 

government bonds are not good 

no security is good, because the 

stability and credit of the govern- 

ment underlie all other forms and 

manifestations of credit. But 

while this is perfectly true, 

there must be differentiation 

between 

long-time 

securities, 

* even when 

= ——’ issued by the 

government, 
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The Sammies of ‘17 and ‘18 are marching away to the tune of $35,000,000 
These cost figures sum up all the arguments for 

nation-wide thrift 
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and commercial paper that is self- 

liquidating, when the banking and 

monetary aspects of the case are 

considered. Government bonds as 

the basis of currency have been 

tried. For fifty years this country 

went through periodic 

The prospect of an indebtedness 

of such amount is not likely, and 

it is unreasonable to estimate the 

capacity of this country to borrow 

by the achievements of Great 

Britain. Standards of living must 

financial throes because 

of the fixity of the bonds 

which secured the cur- 

rency. Is there now de- 

veloping a tendency to- 

ward aduplication ofthat | 

unfortunate condition? 

Dr. Vissering, president 

of the Bank of the Neth- 

erlands, has pointed out 

the striking tendency of 

governments to have re-_ || 

course to borrowing to 

avoid deficits. Deficits are 

abhorrent to politicians. 

They invite criticism 

and are not infrequently 

cited as demonstrations of 

incapacity or inefficiency. 

During the Liberty 

Loan campaigns how 

often was it said that 

failure was impossible 

because the banks, in the 

end, would take the 

bonds! Such disposition 

of the bonds was happily 

unnecessary, but the 

suggestion demonstrates 

government s intolerance 

of failure or deficits. 

| 

a 

| 

| ( Vous say, who have come back from Over There, 
that at night the troubled earth between the lines is carpeted 
with pain. They say that Death rides whistling in every 
wind, and that the very mists are charged with awful 
torment. They say that of all things spent and squan- 
dered there young human life is held least dear. It 
is not the pleasantest prospect for those of us who 
yet can feel upon our lips the pressure of our mothers’ 
good-by kiss. ~* 7 But, please God, our love of life is not so 
prized as love of right. In this renaissance of our country’s 
valor, we who will edge the wedge of her assault make calm 
acceptance of its hazards. For us the steel-swept trench, the 
stiffening cold—weariness, hardship, worse. For you forwhom 
we go, you millions safe at home—what for you? ~ ~w We 
shall need food. We shall need care. We shall need clothes for 
our bodies and weapons for our hands. We shall need terri- 
bly and without failure supplies and equipment in a stream that 
is constant and never-ending. From you who are our resource 
and reliance, who are the heart and hope of that humanity 
for which we smite and strive, must come these things. 
Buy your country’s bonds. Buy them, today! ~” ~ The 
United States Government Bonds of the Second Liberty 
Loan of 1917 are investment made safe for the people. They 
are in the highest possible sense a security of the people, 4y 
the people, forthe people. They can be had in denominations 
so low and on such terms that virtually every citizen of this 
nation may share in the benefits they bring and the purposes 
they serve. They are today the safest possible investment in 
the world. ~7 ~ Buy your country’s bonds. Buy them, as 
the mainspring of our holy endeavor. As your duty to the 
cradle and your fealty to the tomb, buy them. Buy them, today! 

| 

(Signed) Citizen Soldier No. 258 
—th District, National Draft Army 

The holdings of govern- 

ment bonds either indirect 

ownership or as collateral by the 

Federal Reserve banks is not yet 

large. But the issues of govern- 

ment bonds, compared to what is 

probable if the war continues long, 

are small. There need be no feeling 

of insecurity over six billions or ten 

billions, but the demand for funds 

is growing. It has been frequently 

pointed out that borrowings by 

the United States, if made in the 

same proportion to its wealth and 

resources as Great Britain's have 

been, would bring government 

issues up to fifty or sixty billions 

of dollars. 

be reckoned with and the standards 

This powerful preachment for thrift was published by the Union League 
Club of Chicago during the second Liberty Loan campaign 

eventuation is not t6 be discussed 

lightly. 

It is patent that the nation will do 

what it must. There is the greatest 

confidence in the Federal Reserve 

banks. Tosome extent it is pathetic 

War is a hard master. 

and to some extent it is 

misplaced. Itis a grievous 

error to believe that be- 

cause the reserve system 

has met the demands up- 

on it with such apparent 

ease it can continue in- 

definitely to do so. It isa 

human institution and is, 

considering everything, 

most capably adminis- 

tered. The point to be 

made here is that the na- 

tion may drift helplessly 

into a condition which will 

involve the practical de- 

struction of the reserve 

system as a commercial 

banking organization. 

The obvious alternative 

to an overload of govern- 

ment bonds is the increase 

of thrift and a vast mul- 

tiplication of the savings 

of the people. If, through 

new economies and added 

savings, the people can 

produce the means to buy 

the bonds and so finance 

the war, the danger of 

banking dislocation will be 

minimized. The people 

must, however, do much 

more. They must produce, 

of the United States must be 

changed before the indebtedness of 

the government can attain such 

figures; otherwise its borrowings 

would outrun the ability of the 

people to save and pay. 

But, regardless of the ultimate 

or relative size of the debt, the 

quantity of bonds in the reserve 

banks is more than likely to be so 

great that bonds may displace 

self-liquidating paper, and even 

supplant gold as the basis of and 

security back of note issues 

The suggestion of such an 

5 

by saving, the capital for the enter- 

prises whose continued operation 

is necessary to the maintenance of 

stability and therefore to success 

in war. 

This is the great problem that 

confronts the bankers of the United 

States. To it all the others are 

related. The financial operations 

of the government are becoming 

constantly larger. They are 

encroaching more and more on 

private enterprise. Security values 

are shrinking because there is not 

enough capital for everything. 

The one remedy is THRIFT. 
SAT in ec ROS PM hg oy 
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BANK BVILDINGS vs FACTORIES 

Why Such a Lack of Progress in the One, 

Against Rapid Improvement in the Other ? 

HE ideal bank building has not 

yet been built. Notwithstand- 

ing the many thousands of banking 

institutions over the United States, 

with millions of dollars invested in 

buildings, there is great lack of 

progress in bank building construc- 

tion. There is a sameness about 

bank buildings that is very 

monotonous. The following of 

precedent has become the gravest 

sin in bank construction. On the 

other hand, factory buildings have 

shown marvelous improvement. 

Light, air and all known features 

of sanitary equipment are now being 

provided in the modern factory. A 

plot of ground of sufficient size to 

permit of the building being placed 

in the center, with space all around, 

to insure light and ventilation, is 

now the general practice. This is 

especially the case in cities through- 

out Ohio and Michigan. The 

employees in these factories work 

under better conditions and sur- 

roundings than go per cent of the 

people employed in banks or office 

buildings. The relative difference 

By A BANK EMPLOYEE 

in cost and location makes it 

compulsory for the bank to dismiss 

the center of the lot plan. But 

another parallel can be drawn. 

There is striking similarity 

between the familiar temple style 

of bank buildings and the mauso- 

leum the president of these banks 

has designed for his cemetery lot. 

This is not a jest, but a stern fact 

that is crying for betterment. Why 

does a storekeeper, when consider- 

ing a new location, lay special stress 

on window arrangement, on light, 

ventilation, and everything that 

goes to make the surroundings 

pleasant? It is done to impress his 

customers so that when they enter 

his building they are unconsciously 

pleased with the surroundings. 

On the other hand, the average 

bank architect makes every effort 

to keep the sunshine out of the 

bank building and makes the 

structure as forbidding looking as 

possible and reminiscent of the 
tombs of the early Egyptians. 
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Some of the bankers in the northern 

and eastern states are just begin- 

ning to get away from these two or 

three story tomb-like structures. 

One banker who had been a 

successful merchant is figuring on a 

new building, and remarked that 

he would give serious thought to 

window display and to the general 

plan and appearance of his bank to 

have it inviting, rather than cold 

and more resembling a vault than a 

place of human habitation. This 

man says there is no reason why 

banks should not be as pleasant 

places to work in as the modern 

factory. Comparing the two, he 

mentioned that factories were now 

built with the thought that their 

employees should work by daylight 

rather than artificial light, and as a 

result the side walls of these factory 

buildings are largely window open- 

ings encased in steel frames. How 

many banks are there that do not 

use their lighting equipment on the 

brightest days? Very few indeed. 

The average bank building has 

from five to eight feet of space 
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between the outer margin of the 

pillars of the building and the 

inner line of the wall. This means 

that daylight cannot penetrate to 

any great extent. Again, in the 

factory building every thought is 

given to the saving of time—the 

product being started in at one end 

as raw material and coming out the 

other as finished product. In the 

arrangement of a bank little or no 

thought is given to the saving of 

steps or the relation of one depart- 

—- — 
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\ reproduction of the masoleum over the 
grave of a banker who died recently. The 
name only is altered 

ment to another. It is generally 

understood the tellers are placed in 

front—the balance of departments 

placed wherever space permits. 

These are not wild statements, 

but are verified by facts existing in 

75 per cent or more of the banks. 

The second or third floor of an 

average bank building located on a 

valuable piece of real estate in a 

prominent section of the city often 

looks more like a tunnel or an attic 

than a place where men and 

women have to work. The rental 

value of this space is usually very 

high and is constantly increasing, 

but the building is so constructed 

that little use can be made of these 

upper floors except for storage. 

Everything is sacrificed for the 

appearance of the building and to 

have large lobby space. Anarchitect 

discovers a design of a temple that 

was built in the fifteenth century 

and the building is patterned along 

this style of architecture. If a 

prominent bank in a big city puts 

up a building of this kind, the 

institutions in smaller communities 

follow suit. Originality in building 

construction among. banks is 

apparently looked upon with as 

much suspicion as a man offering 

new collateral for a loan. uch 

conditions should not exist. The 

prime purpose in banking is the 

sale of service and securities. It 

boils itself down, therefore, largely 

to a matter of merchandising, and 

the sooner the buildings are built 

with this thought in view the 

better for all concerned. 

The lobby is the first thought in 

a bank building. Make it big and 

roomy, and to do this sacrifice the 

working space—this is the policy in 

constructing many banks. 

If a bank is ten years old and 

requires an addition, it is built like 

the old building. In other words, 

it is ten years old to start with. 

In seven out of ten banks or trust 

companies in the larger cities, no 

provision is made for the growth of 

their business, beyond possibly a 

five or eight-year period. After 

that time it becomes a matter of 

crowding people into every avail- 

able space throughout the building, 

without respect to lessening the 

efficiency of their work, or the 

welfare of the employee. The 

modern factory is built with a 

foundation and side walls of suffi- 

cient bulk to permit of additional 

stories on the structure as the 

business grows; not so with a bank. 

The bank building is, as a rule, so 

constructed that additional stories 

cannot be added. The architect's 

plans did not take such a thought 

into consideration. It would con- 

flict with the artistic design, and 

art must dominate over utility. 

It is a strange anomaly for institu- 

tions designed to make money. 

The two and three-story bank 

building is the recipient of all the 

dirt and soot in the neighborhood. 

The windows are kept open and the 

dirt sifts in, not to mention the 

noise. The newer factory buildings 
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provide for proper light and a ven- 

tilating system so that the air is 

fresh and clean—not filled with 

dirt. Some bank buildings have 

the washed air ventilating system, 

but few have it developed to a 

state of proper efficiency 

Many states have departments 

for the inspection of factories, tosee 

that employees are working under 

proper conditions. A result of this 

legislation has been that the mod- 

ern factory has developed to a 

high point of building-plan effi- 

ciency. Sooner or later banks will 

be amenable to these same laws, 

and possibly at that time the ideal 

bank building will be constructed. 

Many banks have clerks working in 

o 

A bank building typical of thousands. The 
resemblance to the masoleum is striking. Why 
look to cemeteries for inspiration in bank 
architecture? 

vaults and on balconies where the 

air is vitiated. The ideal bank 

building will be the outgrowth of 

giving careful thought to the 

planning of the building, disregard- 

ing precedent and designs of an 

antique period and looking to 

factories for ideas, not to the 

present day bank structure. Ample 

provision should be made for 

growth and hygienic and sanitary 

features should be provided. 
BO ee ee de 
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The Plum in the Merchandising Pie 

Where the Banker's Finger Comes In-- 

For the 

OT to pull out a plum, as per 

nursery rhyme, but rather to 

help put one in, is the banker's 

justification for having his finger in 

the modern merchandising pie. 

Toward the small depositor or 

toward the new recruit in the sav- 

ings department the attitude of the 

banker may be one of paternalism, 

but with respect to the great body 

of merchants especially retail mer- 

chants, the ideal contact for 

twentieth century bankdom is ever 

service, and yet more service. Be- 

cause, therefore, the banker must 

make the problems of the local 

storekeeper his own, is the banker 

with perspective and imagination 

bound to be deeply interested in 

the movement for merchandising 

“reform” that is now in progress. 

A war measure, if you will, and 

encouraged by the United States 

government as such—but an aspi- 

ration for business progress leads us 

to hope that the rank and file of 

merchants are but seizing the ex- 

igencies of the war to put into 

By WALDON FAWCETT 

practice reforms the need of which 

has long been recognized but the 

initiative on which has been lacking 

for fear of a competitive disadvan- 

tage to the reformer. The conser- 

vation of manpower is Uncle Sam's 

justification for his demand for 

economy in distribution, but in the 

back of his head every merchant 

with perception has knowledge 

that this dose was coming to him 

because he has long violated the 

laws of business health. 

To the banker whose whole code 

is founded upon service—every 

sort of service that is conducive 

to the cultivation of good-will and 

community expansion—it may, at 

first blush, appear very much like 

heresy to talk of contraction of 

service rather than its extension. 

However, it needs but the explana- 

tion that service in the sphere of 

mcdern retailing is by no means a 

parallel to service in the banking 

world. Into the routine of retail 
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Correction of Store Service Evils 

distribution there has crept gradu- 

ally a surfeit of non-essential ser- 

vices. [hecustomer who is ‘always 

right’ has been pampered and 

petted until merchants have them- 

selves become appalled at the 

magnitude of the obligations they 

have courted. 

For evidence that a _ business 

virtue may readily be converted 

into a business fault one does not 

need to look farther than the statis- 

tics recently compiled by the U. S. 

government and the Commercial 

Economy Board of the Council of 

National Defense, which disclosed, 

for instance, that one department 

store in New York spends $880,000 

a year for outside delivery alone 

and that in one of the country's 

prominent retail stores, with annual 

sales aggregating $3,000,000, the 

“returned goods amounts to 20per 

cent, involvinga sheer waste of $50,- 

ooo anually. No wonder Uncle Sam 

came to the conclusion that 100,- 

coo men and millions of dollars 

worth of vehicles and equipment 
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can be diverted to vital war 

service by the correction of the 

abuses of the store delivery system, 

and no wonder federal officials 

express surprise that bankers who 

furnish the backing for the whole 

structure of retail merchandising 

have not before this exerted pres- 

sure to stop the leaks. 

Whatever may be said 

of the past—and bemoan- 

ing the past is profitless 

business—it is a foregone 

conclusion that in the 

light of current revela- 

tions, bankers will hence- 

forth keep a closer watch 

on the merchandising 

situation and will seldom 

in future be caught nap- 

ping on loans and dis- 

counts by a merchant who “'spoils » 

his customers as the doting parent 

does his children. Even without 

the war movement for merchandis- 

ing reform, bankers were being 

driven to closer scrutiny of mer- 

chants balance sheets by the 

increasing number of department 

store failures, the development of 

the chain store idea and other 

new factors in the situation, and 

now, with the disclosure that in 

city stores delivery expense aver- 

ages 4 per cent of net sales, it is 

safe to predict that the old days of 

easy-going acceptance of the 

merchant's formula, even though it 

showed a cost of doing business as 

high as 32 per cent, are gone never 

to return. 

T has not escaped the observant 

banker that the chain store ex- 

tends no credit and sends no goods 

on approval, that the patron of the 

“bargain basement” carries home 

her own packages and that the big 

mail-order house demands cash 

with order, but perhaps not even 

the bankers who have studied most 

closely the evolution that has mani- 

festly been taking place in the field 

of retail merchandising have sensed 

fully until now the fallacy of the 

over-indulgent merchant that the 

customer, especially the feminine 

customer, must be coddled and 

humored and actually encouraged 

ine 
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to exercise the traditional preroga- 

tive of the sex and “change her 

mind.” In their most acute form 

the merchandising abuses and 

extravagances that have lately 

come into disfavor are evils for the 

condemnation of the metropolitan 

banker. However, to such an 
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Outgoing and incoming at the train sheds 

extent has superfluous store service 

grown in the smaller cities and 

towns that even the country banker 

must recognize this element in the 

higher cost of living, 

Not merely moral support for 

the merchandising “reforms and 

encouragement of this particular 

form of thrift represent, however, 

the banker's sole responsibility in 

the premises. That, of course, is 

important, just in proportion as the 

banker is a force in the business 

community, but there are circum- 

stances where grim dollars must be 

mobilized along with the human 

equation. Take, for example, the 

matter of store deliveries, one of 

the particularly sore spots in the 

whole range of this ailment. Too 

frequent trips by store delivery 

vehicles in a_ given territory, 

“special” deliveries for which no 

extra charge is made as it should be, 

and extension of delivery service to 

remote suburbs that involve hauls 

of unwarranted length—all are 

part. and parcel of this delivery 

bugbear, but probably the worst 

crime against economic efficiency is 

found in the employment of high 

power delivery equipment for fetch- 

ing and carrying small parcels. 

Every reader who has beheld the 

not infrequent spectacle of a motor 

truck dashing the length of a 

residence street to deliver a spool 
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of thread or a paper of pins will 

comprehend the proportions of the 

abuse. The introduction of motor 

delivery has but increased the 

waste because original investment 

and cost of operation are both 

higher, to say nothing of the 

circumstance that the time of two 

deliverymen instead of 

one is involved. No 

wonder some stores have 

reported to Washington 

that it costs as high as 

25 cents to deliver pack- 

ages under such 

conditions. Furthermore, 

as though to add eco- 

nomic insult to injury, 

modern delivery condi- 

tions involve increased 

expense “at the source” 

in more expensive packing. <A 

ten-cent jar of vaseline goes forth 

protected by more than ten cents 

worth of excelsior, corrugated 

board, wrapping paper and twine, 

and glass tumblers at four cents 

each are delivered nested in excel- 

sior in a basket worth fifty cents 

and to get which receptacle the 

motor truck makes a second trip 

to the house of the customer. 

HE logical remedy for much of 

the lost motion in store deliv- 

eries is found in the installation 

of co-operative delivery systems or 

central delivery systems, as cir- 

cumstances may dictate. It is just 

here that there may be an opening 

for pratical banking support, and 

it is conceivable that some of the 

banking houses which now conduct 

storage warehouses as incidental 

enterprises and have motor trucks 

and horse-drawn vans that are not 

fully occupied in storage transfer 

might be tempted to undertake 

mercantile deliveries. Investiga- 

tion by the U. S. Commercial 

Economy Board shows that co- 

ordinated delivery along the lines 

indicated requires lessthan one-half 

the men and equipment necessitated 

when each retail establishment 

proceeds independently. 

A co-operative delivery system 

for retail stores is just what its 

name would indicate—namely, an 
Se Ce Sik aes 



arrangement whereby a number of 

tailers pool issues and operate 

delivery vehicles jointly, with the 

esult that a common carrier covers 

each delivery route in the town or 

city conveying to the homes of 

customers the goods purchased in 

any or all of the stores that have 

thus made common cause. In the 

case of a co-operative system it 

may be unnecessary to undertake 

any new financing because the 

various members of the combina- 

tion may elect to contribute such 

portion of their old delivery equip- 

ment as may be the quota of each. 

ORE widely approved than 

the co-operative delivery sys- 

tem above described, however, is 

what isknownasthecentralsystem. 

Here the community idea does not 

obtain in the same measure, but 

rather is the delivering done for all 

the merchants by an outside interest 

that conducts the machinery of de- 

livery purely as a commercial enter- 

prise. The ‘central’ system owes 

its favor with retailers to its im- 

partiality of operation. Some 

merchants have always looked with 

suspicion upon any form of co-oper- 

ative delivery for fear that drivers, 

helpers and other employees on the 

delivery vehicles will not remain 

strictly ‘neutral’ but may be 

tempted to divert re-orders to fa- 

vored firms, especially in the case of 

goods such as groceries and provi- 

sions, where very frequently a new 

order is given when an order isdeliv- 

ered. However, in the case of both 

central and co-operative systems 

the proper clearing of repeat orders 

can be safeguarded by providing 

each driver with a complement of 

individual order slips covering all 

the mercantile houses represented. 

A customer has but to call upon a 

driver or deliveryman for the slip 

of any store from which he desires 

to order, just as a customer in a 

store calls for a blank check of the 

bank where he has a deposit. 

Bankers who are being called 

into consultation, as many are, to 

help solve the problems of mercan- 

tile deliveries and transportation 

are discovering that it is not merely 

in the matter of deliveries to every- 

day householders that an appalling 

burden of expense is being placed 

upon the community. Thanks to 

an investigation recently ordered 

by the U. S. Secretary of Commerce 

it has come out that a “leak” the 

existence of which has been little 

suspected is found in the high cost 

of cartage, using the term cartage 

in its broadest sense. Just as 

duplication and interweaving of 

routes has resulted in steadily 

mounting costs in retail delivery, 

so has the increase in the distance 

between railroad terminals and 

shopping districts in the average 

city and the congestion of street 

traffic in the business sections of 

our cities brought a sharp upward 

curve in the cost line representing 

receiving or inward cartage. This 
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form of cartage comprising the 

haulage or drayage from the freight 

or other terminal to the mercantile 

establishment seldom involves, 

under present circumstances, an 

expense less than 5 per cent of the 

distributing costs. 

HERE are certain merchandis- 

ing ‘reforms’ embraced in the 

present program the outcome of 

which the banker will watch for their 

indirect effect upon his credits and 

deposits, just as, for similar reasons, 

he may keep a sensitive finger upon 

the pulse of the labor employed in 

his district. For example there is the 

determination of the retailers who 

are back of the present movement 

to induce customers, in so far as 

possible, to open charge accounts 

by abolishment of the C. O. D. 

privilege. The primary motive of 

the retailers is found, of course, in 

the growing realization that’‘collect 

on delivery’ business is wasteful of 

the time of the delivery force and 

likewise places an additional burden 

upon the office force. However, a 

charge account and payment by 

check necessitates a bank account 

and probably the privilege of 

giving a bank reference, and so this 

pressure that is being brought to 

bear may redound quite as much 

to the benefit ofa local banker asto 

that of the merchant who figures 

that a customer with a charge 

account will spend more money 

in the store than one who pays 

cash. 

Lined up for the morning city delivery—goods that can’t be **carried home” and some that can 

13 
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Just in proportion as a banker 

grasps the truth that the stability 

of the local mercantile community 

fixes the gauge of hisown prosperity 

will he welcome the turning over of 

a new leaf with respect to the sub- 

mission of goods on approval and 

the abuse of the exchange privilege 

on purchased goods. While most 

thinking retailers realize that 

‘exchanges’ should not be allowed 

save under the most exceptional cir- 

cumstances—just as a charge 

should, by rights, be made for every 

delivery—they lack the courage of 

their convictions, and as far as the 

recent national conference of 

retailers was willing to go in this 

direction was to limit ‘returns’ to 

forty-eight hours from the time of 

purchase. However, that partial 

remedy will operate to curb a 

formidable evil. Presence. on the 

market of quantities of returned 

goods only tends to demoralization 

by tying up capital, encouraging 

lack of decision on the part of 

shoppers and providing a tempta- 

tion to price cutting in order 

to work off articles soiled or 

damaged while in the hands of 

“borrowers. 

Likewise bearing upon _ the 

relationship between bankers and 

merchants by aiding the store- 

keepers to avoid unnecessary 

sacrifices is the movement for style 

simplification or style continuation 

which constitutes one of the most 

important efforts incidental to the 

broad cause of merchandising 

reform. Style simplification which 

the officials of the National 

Chamber of Commerce have 

endorsed as one of the most valu- 

able reforms will operate to restrict 

the great variety of styles which 

have heretofore been offered in 

every class of wearing apparel for 

men, women and children. Con- 

ferences on this subject between 

representatives of the government 

and spokesmen for the garment 

trade, the shoe trade, the hat 

industry, etc., have indicated that 

the number of styles can be reduced 

25 to 50 per cent, thereby conserv- 

ing the resources of manufacture 

without inconvenience to ultimate 

consumers. 

While style simplification or 

concentration on a few chosen 

models is chiefly a boon to manu- 

facturers, ‘style continuation” for 
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the period of the war is a form of 

first aid for retailers. Bankers with 

a commercial clientele need not be 

told that in various lines of retail 

trade merchants are more or less 

heavily overstocked. This is due 

not so much to any slump in 

demand as to the circumstance that 

many of the retailers, fearing short- 

ages in production, railroad embar- 

goes, etc., over-ordered to a con- 

siderable extent. If, as seems to 

have been virtually agreed upon, 

radical fashion changes are to be 

discouraged, the overstocked 

retailers will have opportunity to 

work off their surplus gradually 

and without loss, and bankers who 

are carrying these merchants will 

not be embarrassed. So it is through 

the entire category of merchandis- 

ing innovations from the adoption 

of standardized containers to the 

placing of a check on free sampling; 

there are few features of the new 

order of things that have not 

significance for the banker who 

stands behind the retailer and who 

must make the _ storekeeper’s 

troubles his troubles or risk court- 

ing fresh troubles of his own. The 

problem deserves study. 

The Honor Roll=A Bank Tribute 

Are you proud of your 

boys who have joined the 

colors? 

So is the Garfield Sav- 

ings Bank, of Cleveland, 

Ohio, which honored its 

employees in the army 

and navy in a _ special 

window display. 

The names of the men 

and the branch of the 

service to which they 

belong were framed indi- 

vidually and arranged in 

two pyramids, a soldier- 

boy statuette surmounted 

by the American eagle 

forming the apex. Between them and in the center of 

the window was a field of sixteen stars. 
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The stars and Navy.” 
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and stripes flanked either 

side and extended across 

the window overhead. A 

bust of Lincoln and a 

bust of Washington stood 

at the extreme left and 

right. A small flag 

decorated the frames of 

the names in the honor 

roll which the pyramids 

represented. Identically 

phrased placards, one 

adjacent.to each pyramid 

group, paid this silent, 

eloquent tribute to the 

bank's boys in service: 

“Sixteen Garfield Bank 

Employees are Serving Our Country in the Army 
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VERY time,” said William G. 

Cash (better known in Wayside 

as Will Gather Cash) the cashier of 

the Wayside National Bank,’every 

time I see a picture of Miss Liberty 

of New York harbor, holding a 

torch on high, | throw a fit. 

“When I think that back there in 

eighteen some-thing-or-other I act- 

ually paid a quatter of a dollar for 

a photygraft of Miss Libby I just 

about gocrazy. Paying a real good 

quatter of a dollar for the lady's 

picture when now there's eighty- 

six billion of ‘em free-gratis for 

nothin’! You can't look nowhere 

but you see Miss Libby of New 

/Zgpond “. . 

Cres 

The pursuit of W. G. Cash 

York lookin’ at you, wavin’ her 

torch and sayin’, ‘Durn your hide, 

Buy a Bond!’ And I paid a quatter 

of a dollar for her photygraft! But 

that was before she joined the Loan 

family. 

“Now, mind ye! | dont say 

this here Miss Libby Loan ain't a 

Presented herewith is the first of a series 
of articles on banks and banking as seen by 
American humorists. Ted Robinson, of the 
Cleveland Plain Dealer, will follow Mr. 
Butler. Other contributors, in addition to 
those already announced, probably will in- 
clude Bert Leston Taylor, of the Chicago 
Tribune, and Douglas Malloch of the Amer- 
ican Lumberman—THe Ebpitor. 

fine, upstandin’ female lady. 

indeedy! All I say is 

“Well, let me tell ye! Along she 

come and this here Wayside 

National Bank was runnin’ as 

smooth as glass. We wasn’t sus- 

pectin’ nothin’ except maybe we 

would call them gas dealer's notes 

before gov mint confiscated all the 

gas and busted the garridges, and 

here come Miss Libby Loan and 

sticks her head into my window 

and says, ‘Mr. Cash? Will you sell 

a couple of bonds and help the 

gov mint? I says, ‘We ain't doin’ 

nothin’ but a nice, quiet, conserva- 

tive business, mam; we don't care 

to sell none, thank ye! 

“So away she goes. Then, next 

day or so, Fed'ral Reserve writes 

me a sort of personal letter and 

says Miss Libby Loan, representin’ 

gov mint, is goin’ to call, and will | 

sell a few Liberty Bonds for her? 

If I don't, why, all right for me! 

So when this here Miss Libby Loan 

comes in again I says ‘All right! 

Maybe I'll sell a couple or three for 

ye, seein’ as it's you. I thought 

No 
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I'd got off blame easy. I says to 

the boys, ‘if anybody asks for one 

of them Liberty Bonds | guess 

we ve got to take the order. But 

don’t bother none to sell any. 

Business is business and there's no 

money in them bonds for us.’ 

“Fine, hey? Next thing | knowed 

there was a Wayside Liberty Bond 

Sean muesanmeee 

Two bales behind, and still they come 

Committee got up and they stuck 

me on it as President. And the 

next thing I was doin’ was makin’ 

four-minute speeches tellin’ folks 

to buy. Next thing was that I was 

cussin’ like a pirate because Way- 

side hadn't sold but five hundred 

thousand dollars worth of the 

dad-blamed things while Westcote 

had sold seven hundred thousand 

dollars worth. You lazy lummoxes, 

I says, ‘do you want this country 

to 

“Well, sir, I got so excited | 

couldn't find time to read Circular 

768 changin’ the plan as set forth in 

Circular 546 until after Circular 

995 changin the plan as set forth 
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in Circular 876 had got fly-specked 

Before the last night of the bond 

sale come around | was two bales 

and eight reams of Liberty Loan 

Circulars behind and no hope of 

ever catchin up. That last night 

we worked until 4 o'clock the next 

afternoon and this poor, dad- 

blamed old bank ain't got caught 

up yet. Every time we sent in a 

report it come back with the 

information that it was the wrong 

blank to use, because it had been 

superseded eighteen times since 

then. Old Joe Hawley, as good a 

clerk as ever worked for eight 

dollars a week, went home and died 

under the cow-shed. 

“All told we sold $1,125,900 of 

them first issue bonds, and $93,000 

of ‘em on fifty easy payments and 

we had to hock every blamed thing 

the bank owned except the stamp 

moistener to carry them customers 

Every five minutes, seemed like, 

they put up the interest rate 

another notch on us, and we had to 

hire one extra boy to tell customers 

why the bonds hadn't come yet and 

another to tell why the interim 

sertificates hadn't arrived. Seven of 

our best customers got mad because 

we didn't have Liberty buttons 

enoughto goaround. Sime Wilgus's 

‘flammatory rheumatism come back 

on to him from overwork and Tad 

Tra 

Mussed up, but ready for the third loan 

Cushing got ‘cute digestion from 

eatin at the Star Restaurant to 

save time and had to take a month 

vacation where he thought the 

prettiest girls was hangin’ out. Yes, 

sir! Miss Libby Loan shot our bank 

all to pieces and I'll be dumbed if | 

know how our total resosses went 

up one hundred thousand or how 

our monthly net earnin’s jumped 

20 per cent. 

“What? Why, you bet your 

boots we went in and sold the 

Second Loan that Miss Libby got 

up. Sell it? Listen to me. This 

little bank just set out to sell 

$50,000 more than that tight-wad 

concern acrost the street, and did 

it! Yes, sir! And this little town 

set out to sell more than Westcote 

could, and did it! Yes, sir! 

“We're all wrecks and cripples 

and dead and wounded but let me 

tell you—this here bank has got 

the greatest plan for sellin’ the 

third lot of bonds when they come 

along! If we don’t show some of 

these fellers! Say, I'm so crazy to 

be at it that I got a mind to write 

the Controller or somebody to start 

in printin’ Circular 23,764, revokin’ 

the instructions given in Circular 

18,976, so we can get to work right 

now on that third loan.” 

‘Free’ Boxes That Mean Business 

ETWEEN the hours of nine o'clock in the morning 

and nine at night on September 1, 1917, many 

business men in the neighborhood of the new home of 

the Mohawk German Bank in Cincinnati opened new 

commercial accounts for 

opening day and 

probably did accept the invitation to call on the 

inspect the attractive banking house 

that had gone up just around the corner. 

The acceptance of the gift was contingent upon the 

presentation of the certi- 

$200 or more, at the same 

time passing in to the 

receiving teller neatly 

printed certificates valued 

at several dollars. The 

certificates entitled each 
provided ¢ 

* seach iaiiat SPARRO Te “ 
CINCINNATI. OHIO. eplombe 

THE MOHAWK GERMAN BANK 
HAS RESERVED AND WILL BE PLEASED TO PLACE AT THE DISPOSAL OF 
—_— —————— ll 

THE USE, FREE OF CHARGE FOR A YEAR, OF a savEu-Da? POSIT BOX IN irs NEW ANI 
his certificate is pr ated, pursuant to ns an OPENING DAY SEPTEROER tot 1917 

of them to the use of a 

safe-deposit box in the 66 UE RAR ble, on that day, in or 
ON OPENING DAY ONLY 

me. as earl P 

Mohawk German's mod- 

MODERN VAULTS. 

atively ENING 7 
enh te qmae, an enly os pee Peg P ren Co 
id waiting and delay 

2 : its sincere desire to obtain 
Som FMMAMN TM ANA NT SAA MALIA VT PMA ANTM TET. _, 

Cashi 

ficate on the bank's open- 

ing day, accompanied bya 

deposit of $200 or more 

to a new account. The 

bank's explanatory letter, 

addressed to both old and 

new depositors reflected 

Aé4. 1917 

SATURDAY 

ia Ha eile’ 
the good will of the 

ern vaults free of charge 

for the period of one year—''as a mark of good 

will on the happy occasion of the completion of 

said the 

Alex. 

our beautiful new home, ” 

ceived over the signature of 

secretary and cashier. 

Of course there were many more invited to take 

advantage of the opportunity to open an account and 

accept the gift who did not do so, but most of them 

letter they re- 

A. Landesco, 

neighborhood. 

The certificate enclosed was sufficient reminder, 

as it developed, for the bank’s books recorded scores 

of new commercial accounts. exceeding $200 on the 

opening day and as many safe-deposit boxes were 

assigned to the depositors rent free for one year—but 
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they are all splendid prospects as permanent buyers 

of the safe-deposit privilege after September 1 

The results were—good will plus. 

, 1918. 

dy <itthegel 

¢ 
‘ 
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“ClubFinances 

Red Run Golf Club—a beauty spot in**trust hands” 

How a Detroit Institution Builds Trust 

Trade by Managing Outside Organizations 

Loe buzz of conversation 

ceases abruptly as the presi- 

ding officer rises, calls the meeting 

to order with a rap of his gavel and 

subsides into his official station 

(commonly known as a _ chair) 

while the secretary pro tem calls 

the roll. Again the chairman takes 

the floor and announces apologetic- 

ally that he will have to dispense 

with the reading of the minutes of 

the last meeting ‘‘as the secretary 

is absent and has neglected to send 

over his record.” 

The announcement has a familiar 

ring in the ears of the membership 

—using ‘membership’ in its broad- 

est sense to include the vast ma- 

jority of clubs, quasi-public organi- 

zations, societies and civic com- 

mittees everywhere. But the 

meeting drones on in a lackadaisi- 

cal fashion while conforming faith- 

fully—if desultorily—with the well 

known Mr. Roberts’ rules of order. 

The treasurer reports “nothing 

to report, Mr. Chairman,” having 

An interview with 

ARTHUR TOMLINSON 
Manager, Institutional Department 

Detroit Trust Company 

confided privately that he has been 

so busy closing up a big business 

deal during the week that he had 

no time to devote to the club. The 

fact of the matter is that there has 

been entirely too much _ outgo 

recently and too little income but 

no one present seems to be able to 

put his finger on the leak. Just as 

a discussion of this and other im- 

portant subjects under “good of 

the order’ is beginning to shed a 

little light on the affairs of the 

organization, the membership is 

again plunged into utter darknesss 

by a motion to adjourn—motion 

carried. 

Altogether, the club is not being 

run satisfactorily—everybody 

knows that. But what can you 

expect? The officers draw no 

salaries for their services. And 
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they are busy men with business 

of their own to attend to. 

There you have the average 

club, society, organization or citi- 

zens committee as Ralph Stone 

saw it ten years ago and as it is, 

in the main, today. Everybody's 

business is nobody's business. Valu- 

able papers are perpetually missing. 

Officers and committee chairmen 

are frequently ill or otherwise 

occupied and are unable to submit 

reports. The word “‘system"’ is 

seldom found in the club's dic- 

tionary unless accompanied by 

parenthetical explanation: ““Obso- 

lete through disuse."’ The business 

of the club, whether a prosperous 

one or not, proceeds in haphazard 

routine which the business men 

composing its membership would 

not tolerate an instant in their own 

offices. 

Mr. Stone, then a junior official 

of the Detroit Trust Company, 

gave the subject of club manage- 

ment a great deal of thought. The 
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more the thought, the more con- 

vincingly he argued with himself 

that here was the opportunity for 

a trust service heretofore untried. 

Trust club management assumed 

the proportions 

of an official 

*° hobby with him 

after his election 

tothe presidency 

of the company. Meanwhile he had 

accumulated a mass of evidence and 

correspondence in support of his 

theory and about a year ago he 

brought me the entire file with 

orders to go to work. 

Thus was created the institution- 

al department and a new job for 

me. Today we are acting as secre- 

tary or treasurer or both for twenty 

Detroit organizations of widely 

diversified character. There are 

now nine workers in the depart- 

ment devoting all of their time to 

this branch of the service and there 

is no indication of waning popu- 

larity because we do the work 

cheaper than the club can do it 

itself. 

Among our clients (to illustrate 

the variety) we have the Patriotic 

Committee of the Wayne County 

Medical Society, named by the 

society for the collection of 

Red Cross and patriotic 

funds; the Visiting Nurses’ 

Association; the Michigan 

Student's Loan Fund; the 

Detroit Liberty Loan Com- 

mittee; the Detroit Bar 

Association; the Michigan 

Child Welfare League; the 

Palestine Association, a 

Masonic secret organization; the 

Phoenix Club, a Jewish organiza- 

tion; the Boy Scouts of America; 

the Harper Hospital; the Eastern 

Liggett School, an institution of 

learning maintained by a group 

of Detroit's millionaires for the 

education of their children; the 

Protestant Orphan Asylum, a 

charitable institution; the Bloom- 

field Hills Country Club, of ex- 

clusive membership; the Oakland 

Hills Country Club; the Red Run 

Golf Club and the Detroit Bureau 

of Governmental Research. 

For each of these organizations, 

the trust company’s institutional 

department acts as the business 

brains and hands, either as secre- 

tary and treasurer (officially ap- 

pointed) or as agent to the secre- 

tary and treasurer. The mode of 

operation differs in each individual 

case subject to the limitations im- 

posed by the various constitutions 

and by-laws, and therein lies the 

interest in the work. The planning 

of efficient management is a diffi- 

cult task when one’s hands are tied 

by rules and» regulations 

which appear ridiculous to 

the outsider 

but which mean 

so much to the 

club. Yet we do 

it. Diplomacy 

is our stock in 

trade. In most | 

instances we 

assume com- 

plete responsi 

financial man 

organization, 

ful eye on the 

handling of all 

trial balances 

monthly state 

dues, keeping 

bility for the 

agement of the 

keeping a watch- 

finances, the 

i} cash, making 

and submitting 

ments, collecting eens 

Another client is Bloomfield Hills Country Club 

rosters up to date, dictating the 

policy for expenditures and, in 

short, doing all the chores neces- 

sary for the successful operation of 

a large club. 

Unless forbidden under the rules 

of the organization, all meetings 

are attended by either W. C. 

Trible, my first assistant, or my- 

self. The minutes of the meeting 

are always on hand whether a 

quorum is present or not. We 

are there with the papers, for we 

prepare them and deliver them our- 

selves. No excuses such as illness, 
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pressure olf business or 

absence from the city are valid 

private 

under institutional 

management. The department is 

always represented when _ its 

presence is desired and the meeting 

is supplied with the necessary data 

so that the proceedings may pro- 

ceed in a business-like manner. 

In the office we keep complete 

membership ledgers arranged in 

detachable, alphabetical groups of 

cards, whole sections of which can 

be readily removed from the file 

for convenient reference at any 

desk in the department. The 

cards contain a condensed but 

accurate record of each mem- 

ber’s financial status with the 

club, and corresponding with 

the membership ledger files of 

the various clubs we keep 

drawers of folder files—a folder 

for each member— containing 

“™ his charge accounts delivered 

to us by the house manager. 

On the first of the month is sent 

a mailing card statement of in- 

debtedness to date, showing the 

balance due from the previous 

month, dues payable and house 

accounts accumulated, together 

with the total and the new balance 

due after deduction of 

credits (in red ink) if there 

should be any. The card 

serves for three mailings— 

first to the member, then 

back to the trust company 

accompanied by check and 

finally returned to the mem- 

ber, enclosed with his charge 

tickets stamped “paid.” 

In mailing the Red Run Golf 

Club, we enclose the statement 

card in a visible envelope, saving 

the time of one addressing. In de- 

tails of this kind, however, we are 

governed entire- 

ly by the wishes 

of the individual 

organization. 

Some of our 

clients have no 

objection to the card in its usual 

form but will not sanction the 

visible envelope, pleading a desire 

for more privacy. In that case, the 

department 



ordinary envelope goes, regardless 

of extra work entailed. Others de- 

mand that the card be adorned 

with the insignia of the club. The 

demand is com- 

plied with cheer- 

fully. 

We are accord- 

ed, in the capac- 

ity of secretary 

and treasurer, the utmost courtesy 

and confidence. All sorts of sugges- 

tions are sought from us. We are 

given unrestricted authority. On 

the other hand, we are regarded as 

hired men—and the most menial 

employees at that—by some of 

our noveau riche social organiza- 

tions. It all depends upon the aspi- 

rations of the membership or the 

constitution and by-laws. We adjust 

ourselves to conditions as they exist 

and call it “all in a day's work.” 

Acting for one of the secret 

societies, for example, we are not 

permitted to handle a penny of the 

society s money nor do we know 

where the money is. This, it 

seems, is one of the inviolable 

secrets of the organization and the 

money shall pass through the 

hands of none but a member. Yet 

we do everything for this society 

except handle its money. 

Our department calls all meet- 

ings, attends to the mailing of all 

notices and frequently keeps a 

stock certificate record as though 

it were cash. The detail is enor- 

mous in the management of twenty 

big clubs, but through it we can 

determine at a glance the actual 

condition of every organization 

under our supervision. We know 

the exact membership at every 

hour of the day and we can supply 

the information before the in- 

quiring member has completed his 

question over the telephone. 

Some organizations forbid the 

naming of outsiders to official 

positions, so the organization of- 

ficially names us “agent to the 

secretary, “agent to the treasurer’’ 

or “agent to the secretary-treas- 

urer ‘and we proceed with ‘‘business 
as usual.” 

In official capacity for the Oakland 

Hills Country Club, we are virtually 

real estate agents in addition to our 

other duties. This organization has 

a realty proposition in conjunction 

with the club. Our institutional 

department conducted the drawing 

of home sites, took the initial 

payments and is collecting regular 

payments on the lots. 

We find our service likewise has 

a personal appeal to busy men of 

prominence who seek the honor of 

election to high positions in in- 

fluential organizations but have 

neither the time nor the patience 

for the drudgery that the office 

carries with it. Their qualifications 

for the office having been duly 

attested and the honor bestowed at 

the annual election, they are con- 

tent to accept the honor and dele- 

gate the work to us as agent. In 

This + payable on the tenth uf the month Unless paid by the fifteenth your eeme will be suspended 
Red Run Golf Club, Royal Oak, Michigan 

Balance $_ 
Dues $ = 

Dear Sir House Acc’t $_ 3 
Total $_ ¢ 

Credits $ 
Balance $ 

please advise ummediatety 

z Fy 

Your indebtedness to date is 

219840 928 sanp 1uspyeas-u 

Mr. John Doe, 
542 Blank Street, 

Detroit, Mich. 22usape uy Kyeneee 

ke checks payable tr) REO RUN GOLF CLUB end mail to Metron Trust Company lastiunonal Depariment. Detrout, Michigan Please return this card with reminence 

This card serves for three mailings 

which case we consent to do the 

work under his direction. 

The real appeal, however, is the 

low cost and the efficiency which 

we have learned to put into club 

management. We have spared no 

expense in our installation of office 

machinery and equipment to do the 

work better and cheaper than any 

individual organization can pos- 
sibly do it. 

The department, in short, is a 

machine—ready-made and so per- 

fected that it readily adjusts itself 

to the efficient management of any 

organization no matter how com- 

plicated its financial affairs may be. 

At least, it has not failed us yet and 

it is constantly taking a heavier 

load as the department grows and 

new clubs and societies turn their 

books over to us. 

It is a machine of man-power, 

each man having specific duties to 
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perform as a specialist in his line. 

One member of the staff is an expert 

accountant, anothera capable book- 

keeper, another an authority on 

system, and so on. All of them are 

equipped with the tools of their 

trade—the best that the market 

affcrds or that the company can 

design—ready to go into any club 

and perform the special service they 

are callen upon to perform. 

Theclub’s salaried house manager, 

if it employs one, makes periodic 

calls cn the trust company, daily, 

weekly or monthly. He brings with 

him the charge tickets which have 

accumulated since his last call, re- 

ports progress at the clubhouse and 

gives and takes advice concerning 

the purchase of supplies or any 

other detail which falls under his 

personal supervision. He realizes, 

as well as the department does, 

that co-operation is advisable for 

the best interests of both. Although 

there is much he can learn from us, 

there is always something we can 

learn from him. 

It is the endeavor of the depart- 

ment to keep on equally good terms 

with all persons in authority in each 

of the clubs under its jurisdiction. 

Results lead us to believe that our 

efforts are appreciated by all of our 

club management clients—results 

manifested by the steady expansion 

of club business we are developing. 

All told, nine of us are engaged in 

this club service and the division 

of the labor keeps our entire time 

reasonably well occupied. The ser- 

vice advertised in the Detroit news- 

papers, has brought us occasicnal 

inquiries from financial institutions 

in other cities. 

We are not expecting profits from 

the new department, but it is an 

advertisement from which we were 

expecting and 

are getting sur- 

prising results. 

Everyclubclient 

obtained for the 

institutional 

department brings to the company 

hundreds—if not thousands—of 

potential users of every other 

variety of trust company service. 



What's What in Bank Advertising 

A Monthly Department Devoted to 

Comment, Suggestion and Criticism 

INETEEN-EIGHTEEN is 

going to be a year of thrift. It 

has got to be. With war expenses 

of some $18,000,000,000 a year, 

most of which the government 

must raise by the sale of bonds, 

the American people will have to 

“right about face’ on this thrift 

proposition. The vast sum 

mentioned is more than 

three times the usual 

annual savings of the 

people of this country, 

even putting the most 

liberal construction upon 

what is meant by savings. 

Therefore, the only con- 

clusion is that we must 

multiply our savings by 

By T. D. MACGREGOR 

Vice-President, Edwin Bird Wilson, Inc. 
14 Wall Street, New York 

clans for their advertising. Valu- 

able pointers can be gleaned from 

study of advertisements used in the 

second campaign. As a whole, this 

Central State Bank uses a cut of 

four young men which I wager is 

ordinarily used to advertise men’s 

hats. The same word mis-spelled 

three times in the ad. of the 

Citizens National Bank, of Long 

Branch, is “going some’ for the 

local proofreader. A bank ad. from 

the erstwhile bailiwick of 

Look at the Map 

regard f 

The 

As a Distributing Center 
Chicago is in a class by itself 

through our Transit Depart 
ect —-or through but one 

Department is under f of our Vice 
ie from hundreds we see in 

National City Bank 
OF CHICAGO 

DAVID R. FORGAN, President 

Aguinaldo might be con- 

sidered a curiosity, but 

the little notice of the 

Philippine National Bank, 

Manila, does not differ 

continental United States. 

THE December N 

I number | referred to 

three and then add a . the offer made by the 

little bit more. If we BANK NOTICE ee Union National Bank of 

don't do this our taxes 

will have to be largely 

increased, and we'll have 

to do more saving any- 

way to meet the bigger 

For the convenience of cus- 
tomers of the Philippine Na- 
tional Bank, beginning Sat- Gepos 
urday, September 8, and 
until the five new windows 
are installed, the paying and 
receiving windows of the 
Bank will be open Saturdays 
from 9 A. M. to 12 M., and 
from 5 P. M. to 7 P. M. 

stalize your thought of 
ga part of your ¢ 

Savings Department of the 

saving money by 
arnings into the 

Tulsa, Okla., to take care 

of Liberty bonds for its 

customers free. Mr. Sin- 

Citizens National Bank of Long Branch, N,v, 
(The Only National Bank in the City) 

gler, auditor of that bank, 

wrote me later thus: 

“Owing to the great 

amount of extra work we 

“ : 
taxes. THE PHILIPPINE NATIONAL BANK rc natant Sale’ Geccrainent Depesitery aluables Cared For Without Charge 

Both the government 84.96 Excolta Moaila 

and the banks will need ses 
Fig. 1. Some hats, a minus map and other little points 

to advertise as they have 

never advertised before. The cam- 

paigns for the first and second 

Liberty Loans provided valuable 

experience, and the government 

has already profited by it in plan- 

ning for the sale of $2,000,000,00¢ 

of the new war savings stamps and 

certificates this year. No savings 

banker need feel that the govern- 

ment is competing with him in 

this matter, for the government's 

thrift campaign is going to make 

the miser and the hoarder a thing 

of the past in this country, and 

much of the money will be drawn 

from hiding places and not from 

the banks. 

S IN all probability there will 

be another Liberty Loan soon, 

bankers should now lay careful 

advertising showed considerable 

improvement over that done for 

the first loan, largely because there 

was more time to prepare for it. 

So far the government has depended 

largely upon newspaper space do- 

nated by banks, investment houses 

and other advertisers. Personally, 

| doubt if this free-will offering 

can be continued through a long 

war, the fundamental reason being 

that it is an inequitable division 

of the sacrifice. 

HE only criticism of the ad. 

of the National City Bank of 

Chicago (Fig. 1), is that it tells the 

reader to “Look at the map,” but 

doesn't furnish him with any map 

to look at. He must go to the 

library and get an atlas. The 
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have had because of the 

Liberty Loan, we adver- 

tised this feature only twice. How- 

ever, over fifty persons deposited 

their bonds with us and in a great 

many cases the bonds came from 

persons not banking with us. This 

of course was the purpose of the 

plan. While we willingly and gladly 

do this service for old customers, we 

wanted to attract new customers 

for the bank because of the free 

service. 

“When the first Liberty bonds 

were delivered, our people took 

them home with them. Bonds are 

a new thing in this part of our 

country. As the people become 

accustomed to bond investments 

they will buy them more liberally 

—then look for a safe place to 

keep them. 



‘We do not give each person 

depositing the bond with us a 

safety deposit box. We take their 

bonds and place same in a safe- 

keeping envelope and issue our 

receipt for the bonds covering the 

serial number, etc. We take their 

signature and when returning the 

bonds require the return of the 

receipt and their signature to 

verify. One large safety deposit 

box will take care of a good many 

of these bonds. 

‘The second Liberty Loan was a 

great success here. There will be 

over ten thousand subscribers in 

Tulsa out of a population of 60,000. 

Our bank took in over 700 sub- 

scriptions and about $600,000.00 

total. We shall feature the above 

plan extensively from now on.” 

EFERRING to the other 

groups of advertisements here 

reproduced, these points seem to 

stand out: Both the Harriman 

National Bank of New York and 

the Farmers & Merchants Bank of 

Fairfield, Neb. (Fig. 2), appear to 

believe in long copy. The Harri- 

man ad. gives one the impression 

that the make-up man was asleep 

at the switch and allowed an edi- 

torial on the war to get in where 

a bank advertisement was meant to 

appear. The Fairfield 

T WOULD 
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AY 
be hard to 

improve on the 

Spokane & 

Eastern Trust 

Company map 

advertisement 
Legal Tender 3,000 Years B.C. 

“Chattel™ or ~Chattle” was the ancient synonym for wealth and referred tw cattle. The ancients 
(Fig.3). Another |= 

good and appro- 

priate bank ad. 

from the North- 

west is that with 

the yoke of oxen 

at the top, put 

out by the Live 

Stock State 

Bank, of North 

Portland(Fig.3.) 

-Live Stock 

State Bank 
“Served pA five Trans-Continental Railroads and Deep Water to the Sea” 

Especially equipped to facilitate 
the requirements of Country 
Banks in Livestock transactions 

Officers and Directors 
W P. DICKEY, President C. C. COLT, Vice President T. J. MAHONEY, Cashier CARLETON B. SWIFT, Asst. Cashier ELLIOTT R. CORBETT R 

Located at Portland Stock Yards 
North Portland 

has been the foundation of agricultural wealth. 

A. BLANCHARD, Agriculturist 

lane
 

ADDED FACILITIES 
The recent amendment to the Federal Reserve Act 
places the Spokane and Eastern Trust Company in 
a new and favorable position for acting as cor- respondent. 
Its 350 inter bank connections enable it to offer a 

2 wide range of service throughout the Pacific North- 
west to state, national banks, and trust companies. 

0 It now seeks the opportunity to serve in a manner 
befitting the new conditions and welcomes inquiries 
looking to the opening of new bank accounts requir- 

Oo ing the services of a Pacific Northwest correspondent. 

Fig. 3. A map well used and another 
good ad. 

makes for greater business econ- 

omy and efficiency generally. 

RADE acceptances are being 

advertised more, as bankers 

realize how much their general 

adoption would benefit all business. 

A good newspaper advertisement 

on the subject was put out by The 

Bluefield Bank of Bluefield, W. Va. 

It read: 

“Bluefield business men, use 

Trade Acceptances. 

“The trade acceptance system 

calls for the gradual abolition of the 

open book account custom, now so 

general, and the substitution for it 

of the trade acceptance, a draft 

drawn by the 

ad. is interesting if it 

is too long. 

$200. 

defecti on and the Italian disorder of the margin. Neither of 

TWO KINDS Of MEN. 

Financially there are only two kinds of men 
in the world; those who figure on the princi- 
pal of their money and those who deal with 
the interest on the principal. 

The one kind of man throws away $10 care- 
lessly and says: ‘‘What’s the difference. It's 
only a ten dollar bill”? 

The other holds on to that ten and says: “Ten 
dollars is the interest at 5 

One man figures how 

and you blame the world. 

Money deposited ‘in our bank draws interest 
and when paid out by check you have a re- 

They are to ceipt for your money. 

seller on the 

purchaser of 

goods sold, and 

accepted by 

such purchaser, 

payable on a 

certain date and 

at a place desig- 
per cent on a capital of 

much #1) will buy, the 
other man on how much it would cost him to buy A : 
~~ an nated on its face. 

A difference of principal and interest—that's ia ¢ 2 7 
all. Did you ever stop tothink thi It is a sim 

The only difference between financial success - 4 . st, n of assets over and financial failure is Saving p l e de vice for 
ics must be taken If you have a little money in the bank oppor- f inancing com- 

tanity comes to you toinvestit. If you spend oS 
you? money as you earn it, opportunity passes by mercial transac- 

tions; it verifies 

the account; it 

nd rene ittedly intelligent co. the Un hited States 
of the burden and per- ven as one partner of a firm is 

¢ debts of the firm he Harriman Nationa! Bank is confident of 

Farmers @ Merchants Bank 
FAIRFIELD, NEBRASKA. 

puts immatured 

credit into 

negotiable form; 

the willingness and ability of the United States 
to carry out its contract to the letter. 

BANKING HOURS FROM § O'CLOCK A Mt. TO 8 O'CLOCK P.M | Sate DEPOSIT VAULTS OFEA FROM BAM. TO misalGHT 
HARRIMAN NATIONAL BANK FIFTH AVENUE AND 44TH ST. NEW YORF 

Fig. 2. Long copy—too long—but 
one of the two is interesting 

it reduces 

capital require- 

ments; lessens 

overbuying; and 

“Ask us for further particu- 

lars.” 

HE First National Bank, of 

Napa, Cal., issues a “‘trans- 

lated” bank statement that dissi- 

pates the fog which settles down 

over the usual bank statement 

when the average person glances 

at it. Cashier E. L. Bickford, 

sending it out, accompanies it with 

this letter: 

“If more banks would give com- 

plete publicity to their affairs, and 

more depositors would look intelli- 

gently into the condition of the 

bank with which they did business, 

there would be fewer bank failures. 

“This statement is made plain, 

so that it does not need an expert to 

understand it. Take time to look 

it over, and if there is anything you 

do not understand, and want to 

know about, ask us and we will be 

glad to explain it. Please notice: 

“1, The deposits are the largest 

ever shown in a published state- 

ment, by any bank in Napa County. 

‘That shows the confidence of 

the public in the management of 

the bank. 

‘2. Cash reserve largely exceeds 

the legal requirements for national 

banks. 

“That shows that the bank has 

plenty of money for its depositors. 

“3. The statement looks to be, 

and is, a ‘clean’ one. 

“If you could get down deep 

beneath the surface, as the national 
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Fig. 5. A hand-drawn and lettered advertisement 

bank examiners and our own 

auditing committee do, you would 

find there are no doubtful assets of 

any kind in it. 

“With such a statement, we 

hope to have all of your business, 

with your friendly recommendation 

to others, and to merit it by our 

service.” 

HE very attractive advertise- 

ment of the First National Bank, 

of Bonners Ferry, Idaho, (Fig. 4) 

proves that the large city is not 

the sole habitat of good 

way anyway, especially if he runs 

a job plant and setting your ad. 

is his avocation, while his vocation 

is setting circus bills and other 

big display matter. The trouble 

with this particular ad. is its too 

muchness—too much border, too 

many rules, too many capitals. 

By way of contrast, consider that 

little ad. of the First National 

Bank of Milwaukee. It empha- 

sizes again the principle that simple 

typography is strong typography. 

OR some reason—probably 

because there are not so many 

big mutual savings banks in the 

West—national banks in that part 

of the country make more of their 

savings departments than do na- 

tional banks in the East, as witness 

the ad. of the Third National 

Bank, of St. Louis (Fig. 5). I don’t 

know of any national bank here- 

abouts that has 20,000 savings 

depositors. But, as | said in my 

opening paragraph, there is going 

to be more savings advertising 

from now on and I look to see 

savings departments spring up 

where they never existed before. 

The dedication of my volume, 

The Book of Thrift reads: ‘Dedi- 

cated to my Mother, who did 

wonders on a small income, and 

signature and even the 

BUY LIBERTY BONDS. SEND YOUR DOLLARS TO THE FRONT 

and to the pomp tm the subse ietion rehase ot Liberty Lake rl wer Bends 

To All Loyal Citizens of Minnesota: 
YOU CAN SERVE YOUR COUNTRY AT ONCE.—and serve her well with your DOLLARS. The Liberty Loan Bonds 

now being purchased by Minnesota's citizens offer you 
the opportunity you have desired 

Let it be said im years to come that every man, women and 
youngster in this commuinty responded quickly to the 
Nations financial call 

The LIBERTY. — BONDS represent v% safest invest A Bond” is not 
he rty Loan Bonds helps 

id conflict for world liberty 
citizen who can possibly 

do so, to “buy 
This is YOUR war. The Liberty Loan s YOUR lean It will feed p and maintain YOUR Army and YOUR And THIS 18 YOUR OPPORTUNITY to send lars to the front and thereby do YOUR share 

ctory to YOUR Nation” 
the purchase of YOUR Liberty harge or profit 

mation for your use and 
that you use your influence and en- 

ging home to others the important necess: rehasing one or more war bonds dui 

s through this bank, may for nearly every mam 
ur community to DO their 

Cail at the bank and iT! out the blank subseription form 
THIS WEEK 

SECURITY STATE BANK 

Fig. 6. Needs re-arangement 

to my Wife, who wonders what 

she would do with a large one.” 

Maybe that’s a little cynical, but 

I believe it indicates the idea 

concerning thrift which has pre- 

vailed in this country but which 

the war is going to change very 

soon. We'll have to go back to the 

thrift of our grandmothers and 

“then some” before we come out 

victorious in this struggle. 

HE cashier of the Glendale 

State Bank, Glendale, Ore., 

H. W. Ticknor, wrote me this good 

letter: 

Your Cash Always Balances 

bank advertising. Too ee “It is with keen interest 
bad, though, that the | ? a I turn to the pages of 

body of the ad. wasn't set anaes | A RECEIPT IN FULL” your department upon the 

in “lower case’ letters arrival of The Burroughs 

instead of “all caps.” More Than Bnengh | eantege ttt oz uo ce Clearing House each 

See how much easier it rruecrorecnoy some = | fe month. The many ideas 

is to read the heading, pe a | there set forth with the 

| Pag Sava ene model ads. reproduced 

small line below because (Nite STATES GOVERNMENT | YOU HAVE NO TROUBLE HUNTING UP RECEIPTS AND RECEIPT. give me much food for : : Rf nny 8 _ ED WLS JUST CALL ON THE BANK. FOR YOUR CHECK, AND YOU ° 4 
they are set in the type Nok OF RESIDE = o— HAVE THE EVIDENCE COMPLETE. thought and incentive to 

2 MMU NITY THIS BANK SOLICITS YOUR DEPOSITS, LARGE OR SMALL. AND S D4 to which the eye is ac- First N 1B INVHHES YOU TO PAY YOUR MILLS THROUGH TT. 1S THE SAFE turn out something fitting 
t Natione hiss wi 

customed because fully 95 eat National Bonk our condition and 

per cent of all reading = man location—a small bank 

matter is in lower case. 

Please don't take that 

ad. of the First National : : Frizzelle, Vice-President; Moyer 
Bank, of Snow Hill, N.C., | Sin Stir anl hangs sxc Mendenhall, Cashier. = as , list of State and Foreign correspondents, offers its (F ig. 4) and give it to serves to. conservative Banks with the assurance - that such a connection will be of mutual advantage. 
rour local printer as a your, Toca printer a nal nea |THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK 

chances are he is only too 

$50,000.00 

Our Protection To Depositors 

Backed By Uncle Sam 
Josiah C. Exum, President; J. Paul 

in a rural community. 

‘But their number is 

thousands, and their 

power great is the terse 

of Milwaukee SNOW HILL, N. C. 

prone to set your ad. that 
Eruxx 
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Fig. 4. Compare these for make-up; good and bad illustrated 

sentence on another page 

in your current number, 

referring to ‘these real 

country banksofAmerica. 

So please bear us in mind 

: 
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from time to time in your comment. 

“| am enclosing some copy which 

we have used recently, and, while 

it may lack the finish of the 

metropolitan product, yet it brings 

inquiries and results. I trust your 

department will be continued for 

the good of us all.” 

| am very glad indeed to 

reproduce one of Mr. Ticknor’s 

advertisements (Fig. 7) It speaks 

for itself, being friendly and to the 

point. It also has the supreme 

merit of being a “puller.” 

N harmony with Mr. Ticknor’s 

suggestion, this month | intend 

to pay a little more attention to 

the advertising of country banks. 

In compliance with the request of 

Cashier John A. Wright of the 

Security State Bank, of Lake City, 

Minn., I criticized his bank's 

advertisement (Fig. 6) as follows: 

“| think it would have been 

better had your bank emblem been 

used at the bottom of the ad. 

alongside of the name of your bank. 

This would have given you more 

room to display the heading “Buy 

Liberty Bonds and send your 

dollars to the front.’ The three 

blank lines at the side are a little 

too much. A somewhat smaller and 

more artistic display would have 

been better and just as effective.” 

OQ REALIZE the importance 

of a bank's advertising, think 

of one of the best accounts now on 

your books, that of a very success- 

ful business man. His account 

would be a hard one for any other 

bank to take away from you or for 

you to take away from any other 

bank. Ten years ago this man was 

not so rich nor so successful as 

he is today, but he was coming 

along strong. Twenty years ago 

he had just gotten a fair start and 

was learning by practical 

244% 

: Stock Growers : 

; We are not in the market to buy your produce, 
4 But we shall be pleased to extend liberal ac- 

commodations in the way of loans if you are 
not ready to sell. We are also making an effort 
to keep posted on the latcst market reports. If ¢$ 
we can serve you in any way, we will be pleased. 

We do everything a Bank is expected to do. 

The Glendale State Bank 

GLENDALE, OREGON 

Pe a ee a a De ae es Steer 

Fig. 7. A direct appeal 

right start. Of course, a quarter 

of a century ago was the stone age 

of bank advertising, but this man 

was influenced in some way to cast 

in his lot with your institution and 

he has stayed there ever since. 

Now, it is the mission of your 

present-day advertising to catch 

these future captains of industry 

and shining lights of the business 

world when they are young, and 

it may not be necessary to wait a 

quarter of a century for the full 

fruition of your hopes and prayers 

in the form of an account upon 

which your competing banks will 

look with envious eyes. 

ESTERN banks are more 

partial to billboard advertis- 

ing than are banks in some other 

sections. That's a good one of the 

Peoples Trust & Savings Bank, of 

Perry, lowa (Fig. 8). 

HE other day | received the 

typewritten copy of a booklet 

submitted for criticism by the 

advertising manager of a large 

eastern bank. He wanted no 

mincing criticism. So I took off 

my gloves and went at the copy 

something like this: 

“IT think the title could be 

improved upon inasmuch as the 

experience the value of a 

good banking connection. 

Twenty-five years ago he 

was a mere beginner and 

somebody, probably an 

officer of your bank, was 

com " 
Sean tune = 

e 
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word ‘Service alone might apply to 

innumerable concerns. It would 

be better to give the booklet such 

a title as ‘How the Blank National 

Bank can serve you. 

“The copy in the first two or 

three pages of your booklet is 

decidedly negative in its attitude. 

I think that it is inadvisable, from 

a psychological standpoint, for a 

bank to mention the possibility of 

any bank failing, as it raises a 

doubt in your prospect’s mind at 

once. To put a lot of such matter 

right at the beginning of your book- 

let is certainly starting off with the 

wrong foot. 

“A good place to begin your 

copy would be the middle of the 

third page, where you say: ‘Do you 

know that the lobby of a big bank,’ 

etc. You are unfortunate in your 

choice of the instance of the crazy 

man, as your special officer's ability 

to take care of cranks is not a 

particularly pleasing argument con- 

cerning your bank's service. 

There is some very good matter 

in the tellers conversation which 

you give on succeeding pages, but 

again | cannot approve of some of 

the illustrations you give, as in a 

way they cast reflections on some of 

your customers. Those stories 

which you give concerning identi- 

fication, etc., are very interesting, 

but they are more suitable for a 

magazine article than for a booklet 

endeavoring to interest the public 

in your bank's service. 

“If you could re-cast this booklet 

and get the human interest element 

into it by giving the actual expe- 

riences of one of your customers 

rather than by anecdotes, | think 

it would be better. You could show 

how a certain customer started in 

with your bank in a modest way 

and gradually developed as he used 

the different departments 

of your institution more 

extensively, and how by 

the ues of your advice and 

facilities hewas able to in- 

crease his business, while 

at the same time he became 

helping him to get the Fig. 8. The billboard as it is used in the West 
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That Friend Who Borrows “Ten” 

This Bank Helps Him Finance Himself 

and Makes Him a Source of Business 

ET me take a ‘ten till pay- 

day, will you?” 

We all know the type—all of us 

who have ever worked in factory or 

office anywhere. Perhaps he is the 

man who is perpetually hard up 

and always in need of a few dollars 

to tide him over from Saturday to 

Saturday—the familiar case of 

chronic want vs. inveterate thrift- 

lessness. Or, again, he may be the 

steady, loyal employee whose need 

for money is just as real, born of 

temporary financial embarrassment 

caused by illness in his family, 

investments, or any legitimate 

though unexpected expenditures. 

It is difficult for his fellow work- 

men to refuse the loan in either 

event. In the first case, the bor- 

rower is a good fellow,” free with 

his money but having a reputation 

for being “good pay,’ even though 

a trifle “slow."’ In the second case, 

he is a friend in need, worthy of a 

lift and relief must come from some 

quarter. 

Nevertheless, tne lender can ill 

afford the sacrifice, for he, too, has 

obligations to meet, but he makes 

it—and awaits the return of his 

bread cast upon the waters. It 

means retrenchment and excuses to 

creditors whom he had planned to 

satisfy at the week-end. It isnt 

just, but what is one to do? 

There's the question which the 

Northern Trust Company, of Chi- 

cago, Ill., studied carefully and 

then made answer: “Let the work- 

men themselves solve the problem, 

with the aid of their employer and 

some bank which he shall approve.’ 

Let the solution take the form of 

savings and loan associations, estab- 

lished within the corporation by 

the bank and heartily endorsed by 

the employer, the employee and the 

bank, for it is highly profitable to 

all three. 

By Formerly with 
RALEIGH Northern 

E. YN Trust Company 
ROSS = . Chicago 

The idea has taken firm root and 

savings and loan associations have 

multiplied rapidly, the Northern 

Trust Company alone having estab- 

lished seventy-five in Chicago, 

ranging in membership from thirty 

to 2,500 and all prospering. Among 

the number (all large concerns) are 

five railroads, three wholesale 

houses, six insurance companies, 

one department store, three electric 

manufacturing companies and 

other influential corporations which 

testify to the popularity of the plan. 

The casual borrower (who is a 

member of the association) need no 

longer wheedle a loan from his 

fellows in the factory. Borrowing is 

not beneath his dignity. Sacrifice 

gives way to profit for the lender, 

for all loans are made direct from 

the association and come under the 

head of “‘strictly business’ at an 

average profit of 12 per cent to the 

associations for which the Northern 

Trust Company acts as depository. 

The net return varies from 3 per 

cent (which the bank pays) to 18 

per cent, depending upon the 

by-laws of the association which 

govern the rate of interest to be 

charged for the privilege of bor- 

rowing. 

The association of employees of 

Montgomery Ward & Company, 

for example, turns back a profit of 

8 per cent to its members. There 

are 1,000 members making aggre- 

gate weekly deposits of $2,032 and 

$50,000 annually. Of this amount, 
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$7,000 is loaned to members each 

year, $35,000 is invested and $8,000 

placed on deposit. 

The association of Northwestern 

Railway men, numbering 600, pays 

a profit of 16 per cent to its mem- 

bers. The membership makes 

monthly deposits of $4,500 and 

$33,000 per year. 

Convincing the employer that 

the savings and loan association 

plan is practical and of distinct 

advantage to the firm is the bank's 

first task in establishing the asso- 

ciation in a new concern, but now 

the task has become comparatively 

easy, for the surest proof of prac- 

ticality is the experience of many 

Chicago corporations in diverse 

lines of industry which have oper- 

ated these associations successfully 

for several years. 

Our argument to the president of 

the company is simple and con- 

vincing. 

“Mr. Employer,” we say, “you 

know that if each of your employees 

had even a small savings account in 

the bank, he would be more inde- 

pendent and more contented and 

therefore of more value to you. You 

know that probably 85 per cent of 

your employees do not save regu- 

larly and of the 15 per cent who do, 

many lose their money by investing 

it in questionable propositions or 

entrusting it to institutions of 

doubtful reputation. 

“On the other hand, here is a 

strong, reliable bank standing ready 

to co-operate with you to teach 

your employees thrift and the safe- 

keeping of their money after they 

Save it. 

“We will furnish you all the 

supplies necessary to operate the 

association. We will submit for 

your information’ a copy of the 

by-laws adopted by similar organ- 

izations which we have recently 

HR ae abis Lo 9 
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established. It is for you to say to your employees: 

‘This is to be our association. We will elect our own 

officers and directors and formulate our own by-laws. 

The bank will merely furnish us with the supplies 

necessary and act as depository for the funds collected, 

upon which they will pay us the usual rate of interest.’ 

‘The loan feature of the plan makes it impossible 

for any of your employees to fall into the clutches of 

unscrupulous money lenders. It strengthens their 

feeling of confidence in themselves.” 

\fter the employer has given his permission to the 

bank representative to establish an association, the 

next step is to ‘'sell’ the employees on the plan. A 

ten-minute talk during the luncheon hour or some 

other convenient time, outlining the benefits to accrue 

to them by forming and maintaining an association of 

the nature proposed, will generally suffice, especially 

if the workers have had an opportunity to familiarize 

themselves with the details of the plan by means of a 

circular enclosed in their pay envelopes on the previous 

pay-day. Stress is laid on the desirability of saving, 

the chance to borrow at reasonable rates when the 

need arises, and the fact that their employer approves 

of the plan and of the bank proposing it. The plan 

itself is simply explained and the speaker invites 

questions, allowing a minute or two for answers. 

Blanks are then distributed for the signatures of all 

who desire to join—and usually more than 50 per cent 

of those present enroll. Later the bank's representa- 

tive may be given permission to solicit briefly those 

individuals who have not enrolled because they were 

not at the first meeting or because they requested time 

“to think it over.” 

At a convenient date the members assemble and 

elect officers and the representative of the bank meets 

with the officers and aids in formulating a set of by- 

laws which are submitted at the next general meeting 

for adoption. If satisfactory to the majority of the 

membership, as they usually are, they are adopted and 

the bank prints a sufficient number to supply every 

member with a copy 

On the pay-day following the delivery of the by-laws, 

the first payment is collected from each member and 

the account opened at the bank. This is the initial 

deposit on an account which is to last for a year. At 

the end of the year the association “‘liquidates”’ and 

each member is paid what he has subscribed together 

with his share of the earnings. 

It must be remembered that each time a member 

makes a loan, there is a withdrawal from the bank. 

The problem of how much interest to allow on the 

average balance is one for the officials of the bank to 

solve. This interest is one of two sources of profit for 

the association's funds. The other source is the 

interest paid on loans by members. 

The rates are nominal, averaging ten cents for $10 
between pay-days (two weeks), fifteen cents for $15, 
and so on up. Each loan must be approved as pro- 
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Highest Grade Paper 

for Business Records 

The serious business of record keeping is made 

infinitely easier by the use of exactly 

the right kind of paper in the right 

place. The facts and figures of your 

business are far too valuable to be en- 

trusted to any but the most reliable 

and durable paper to be had. 

New methods bring new requirements. To meet 

the peculiarly difficult demands of the 

new systems of Machine Bookkeeping, 

the Byron Weston Company has pro- 

duced Typocount Liven LepcEr Paper. 

In texture, TYPOCOUNT is remarkably 

firm and stiff, easily resisting the extra 

strain of running in and out of the ma- 

chine. Its finish is particularly adapted 

to ty pewriting, insuring clean, sharp 

impressions. The practical value of 

TYPOcoUNT is increased by its pleasing 

buff color, which is restful and not 

easily soiled. 

The cost of Typocount, unlike other durable 

ledger papers, is so moderate that the 

average office can easily afford to use it. 

Generous try-sheets for actual machine test 
sent free at your request 

Byron Weston Company 

‘*The Paper Valley of the Berkshires’’ 

Dalton, Massachusetts 
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ADVERTISING 

EME RALITE A TAE 
ADDING MACHINE 

tute socket or wall x 
ceptacle MT 
a x 

Emeralite 
No. 8734 A. M. 

An ideal fixture 
for adding and 
posting ma- 
chines. Proper- 
ly illuminates 
the largest ma- 

chines without 
glare from key- 
board. 

Clamp fits any 
metal stand. 

Substantially 
made and beau- 
tifully finished 

in black and 
nickel to match 
machine. 

Ask us to send 
you sample on 
approval. You 
will like its ap- 
pearance and 
service. 

Price complete, 

$12.00 each. 

EMERALITE DESK LAMPS 

are considered standard equipment for Banks and up-to- 
date offices. They harmonize with modern office furniture 

and are also very efficient. The plain green glass shade 
protects the eyes from glare and is the correct shape to 
properly distribute the light; it does not collect dust or 

tarnish. 

Pattern illustrated is No. 8734-B; price complete, $10.00 each. 

All genuine Emeralites are branded. 

Ask us to send booklet illustrating 
30 different styles 

H. G. McFaddin & Co. 

40 Warren Street 
New York 
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Threatened sales avoided. Substantial reductions 
secured. Owners must act promptly. 
KERR & KERR, Association Building, Chicago 

vided in the by-laws—by two or more officers or 

directors of the association, as a rule. 

The secretary keeps all books, makes loans, deposits 

the money collected and does practically all the 

actual work of conducting the association after it 

has been well started. He sometimes is given a small 

salary out of the association's treasury for his services: 

Even in that case, the earnings of the association 

are uniformly satisfactory and this salary is the 

only expense. 

The secretary keeps the cash book and the ledger, 

the ledger containing a sheet for each member and 

the cash book a sheet or more for each day's collec- 

tions. The secretary uses a simple form of note and 

deducts the interest from the amount given as a loan. 

When the loan is paid, he returns the cancelled note- 

Each member has an individual pass book in 

which each deposit is entered by the officer receiving 

it. There is space in this book for the entry of loans, 

etc., but it is not used in any association of which | 

have knowledge. 

The headings in a copy of the by-laws for an average 

association include name andobject, members, officers, 

duties of officers, meetings, subscriptions, loans, with- 

drawals, becoming members after date of organiza- 

tion, distribution, salaries, amendments and quorum. 

Ordinarily, provision is made that the distribution at 

the end of the association year shall be made in the 

form of savings pass books of the bank which organized 

the association. 

There is no set rule with regard to the amount which 

shall be loaned to members, each association making 

its own provisions in its by-laws. In the majority of 

associations, the loans are made according to the 

discretion of the treasurer if the amount is iess than 

$25, and by a committee composed of the officers 

if greater than that amount. 

The amount of deposit is left to the member and 

ranges from twenty-five cents to $5 per week, the 

amount to be deposited being specified by the member 

at the time his membership starts. The amount may 

be increased or decreased at the end of three-month 

periods, but this likewise is regulated by the by-laws. 

As feeders of good-will for a banking institution, 

savings and loan associations are unequalled. Each 

member knows the bank back of his organization and 

considers it “his” bank. Not only will it benefit by 

all of his business while he receives courteous and 

efficient treatment, but he will also recommend it to 

friends when the occasion arises. This close connec- 

tion with a large number of members (one bank is in 

touch with more than 18,000 association clients) 

means a fertile field for cultivation and a constant 

source of new business. 



United States Food Administration 

Win the War by Giving Your Own Daily Service 

SAVE THE WHEAT—One wheatless meal a 

day. Use corn, oatmeal, rye or barley bread and 

non-wheat breakfast foods. Order bread twenty-four 

hours in advance so your baker will not bake beyond 

his needs. Cut the loaf on the table and only as 

required. Use stale bread for cooking, toast, etc. Eat 

less cake and pastry. 

SAVE THE MEAT—Beef, mutton or pork not 

more than once daily. Use freely vegetables and fish. 

At the meat meal serve smaller portions, and stews 

instead of steaks. Make made-dishes of all left-overs. 

Do this and there will be meat enough for every one 

at a reasonable price. 

We are today killing the dairy cows and female 

calves as the result of high price. Therefore, eat less 

and eat no young meat. If we save an ounce of meat 

each day per person, we will have additional supply 

equal to 2,200,000 cattle. 

SAVE THE MILK—tThe children must have milk. 

Use every drop. Use buttermilk and sour milk for 

cooking and making cottage cheese. Use less cream. 

SAVE THE FATS—We are the world’s greatest 

fat wasters. Fat is food. Butter is essential for the 

growth and health of children. Use butter on the 

table as usual but not in cooking. Other fats are as 

good. Reduce use of fried foods. Soap contains fats. 

Do not waste it. Make your own washing soap at 

home out of the saved fats. 

Use one-third ounce less per day of animal fat and 

375,000 tons will be saved yearly. 

SAVE THE SUGAR—Sugar is scarcer. We use 

today three times as much per person as our. Allies. 

So there may be enough for all at reasonable price 

use less candy and sweet drinks. Do not stint sugar 

in putting up fruit and jams. They will save butter. 

If everyone in America saves one ounce of sugar 

daily, it means 1,100,000 tons for the year. 

SAVE THE FUEL—Coal comes from a distance 

and our railroads are overburdened hauling war 

material. Help relieve them by burning fewer fires. 

Use wood when you can get it. 

USE THE PERISHABLE FOODS—Fruits and 

vegetables we have in abundance. As a nation we 

eat too little green stuffs. Double their use and im- 

prove your health. Store potatoes and other roots 

properly and they will keep. Begin now to can or 

dry all surplus garden products. 

USE LOCAL SUPPLIES—Patronize your local 

producer. Distance means money. Buy perishable 

food from the neighborhood nearest you and thus 

Save transportation. 
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Adjusto Tray-Binder 

POSTING MACHINE LEDGER 
Endorsed by Bankers because of merit 

You can depend upon what 

the users say 
“We like the Adjusto Tray-Binder very 
much and are glad to recommend it.” 

The Iowa National Bank of Des 
Moines, Des Moines, Iowa. 

Don’t experiment— 
get the Adjusto 

“Since we installed the Burroughs 
Posting Machine we have tried ledger 
binders, boxes, trays, etc., and final- 
ly installed the Adjusto Tray-Binder. 
This has given us the best satisfaction 
of anything we have used.” 

The Federal Title & Trust Co., 
Beaver Falls, Pa. 

Adjusto Tray Binder ready 
for Posting. A few turns of 
crank key expands binder. 
Ample room for handling 
sheets. Offset sheets held 
in position by Guide Rail. 

Proved the ‘‘best’’ 

by actual service 
“The Adjusto Tray-Binder is 
giving us excellent satisfaction. 
From our investigation and ex- 
perience, we regard the Adjusto 
as the best Posting Machine 
ledger equipment on the mar- 
ket, and commend it to any 
bank for use with the Burroughs 
Posting Machine.” 

The City National Bank, 
The turn of a thumb nut Bryan, Texas. 
drops the front jaw to this 
position. Ready for calling 
back balances, figuring in- 
terest on accounts, or for 
reference by credit officials. 

Convenient, practical 

and efficient 
“The Adjusto Tray-Binder enables us 
to keep all of our accounts together, 
which we think a big improvement 
over having the accounts in two or 
more single binders.” 
“We are much pleased with the gen- 
eral efficiency of the Adjusto Tray- 
Binder.” Atlantic National Bank, 

Atlantic, Iowa. 

When you adopt the Me- 
chanical Posting System, 

select your ledger equip- 
ment with as great care 

as you select your posting 
machine. 

ONE IS AS ESSENTIAL 

AS THE OTHER. 

The posting machine is capa- 
ble of efficient work, and the 

ledger should be equally capable. 

YOU NEED THE ADJUSTO TRAY-BINDER TO 

MAKE THE SYSTEM WHOLLY EFFICIENT. 

Send for descriptive folder 

— 

Closed up and locked 
securely on sheets, ready 
to be placed in vault. 
Takes up small space. 
Easily carried. 

Originated and Manufactured by 

[eFEBuRE [EDGER CHPANY 

General Offices and Factory, CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA 
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For checks| For For it | For deposit The handy The faster the 
not checks tickets 9 I tickets not sponge left hand turns 
posted} posted J _ posted i = up the items the 

| faster you can 
post. 

Space 
for hagering 
checks while 

Separate 
compart- 
ments for 
posted and unposted items. Price $7.50 f.0.b. Detroit, Mich. 

Your Machine Operators 

Need Time Saver Trays 

Your postcard will bring them one 
It increases machine posting efficiency, cuts time. labor and cest, hence increases 

output. Thousands of banks are using them. Hundreds, after trying one, ordered 
more. Many large banks have equipped all their machines with them. Repeat 
orders totalled 40 per cent of our October business. 

No bank too small to use it profitably. Your bookkeeper knows his need of 
one — ask him. 

Segregated items insure against loss and enable operators to turn items up faster 
and so increase posting speed. 

Talk to your bookkeeper, then order one today, and base future purchases on 
the service it gives. Sold on a money back guarantee. Order now for Jan, Ist 
installations. 

Ask any adding machine salesman about the Time Saver Tray. 

Richardson & Scott Box 29, North End Station 
DETROIT, MICH. 

Help Your Bookkeepers 

Do More Work 

Comfort is essential to speed in 
machine bookkeeping. Without it 
an operator's work lags—output 
decreases. 

Watch your machine operators 
at work—notice how they con- 
stantly shift about for comfortable 
working positions. Tired leg mus- 
cles divert their minds from their 
work. Each shift means loss of 

Last time and results. 

a lifetime Our stools give comfort to the 
, operator—increase output and 

They were specially designed so that oper- 
ators can hang their feet by the heels, clinch them by the 
instep, place them flat on the floor or in several other positions. 
Shifting causes no loss of time with them. 

, ‘rve energ conserve energy. 

Watch your operators strive for better working positions. 
Then help them do more work by giving them one of our 
comfortable stools. Made of the same material as your adding 
machine stands. In ordering, state if for high or low stand. 

Vumber High Lou Price 
0 22 inches 18 inches $7.50 
| Regular 26 inches 22 inches 7.50 
2 31 inches 27 inches 9.00 
3 36 inches 32 inches 10.50 

THE ADJUSTABLE TABLE 
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH. 

COMPANY 
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A Question of Interest 

To Jones's bank I used to go 

Each Friday when I'd drawn my pay, 
And there deposit what I'd earned, 

To guard against a rainy day. 
Up to the window I would march— 

Present my pass book and my dough, 
And then you should have seen the looks 

And questions | must undergo. 

Each time it was the same, | found, 
With ne'er a smile or pleasant look. 

They'd grab the money—count it—vwrite. 
Then slam me back my little book. 

The president | never saw, 

Except perhaps a fleeting glimpse 
I'd catch of him—a solemn man— 
Conferring with some merchant prince 

And so I drew my money out 
Of Jones's bank—to Smith's I went 

To see if | could there receive 
Some interest other than per cent. 

| entered, and a cheerful man, 
The president, reached for my hand: 

‘We're glad to see you, come right in, 
Just take a chair, no need to stand.” 

And then, before I seemed to think 
I told him of the wife and boy— 

About the home we hoped to build— 
And say! he seemed to share my joy. 

He gave me good advice and said: 
“T want to help you all I can, 

Drop in again, I'm always here— 
I like to help a young man plan.” 

That's really all there is to say, 
But somehow it seems lots to me, 

For Smith's bank is so homey-like, 
While Jones s—they could never see 

That though | banked my money there 
I really couldn't feel content, 

Because I found they didn’t know 

An interest other than per cent. 
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Mechanics First National Bank, of Balti- 
more, Md., is unfurled a large banner 

red-bordered, its center a field of white, set with 
blue stars. 

America’s war service flag is by now familiar 
to everyone—man, woman or child. In homes 
and business houses from coast to coast it hangs, 

in windows and over doorways, a silent tribute 
to youth that has signed up for the Great Adven- 
ture. In thousands of banks throughout the 
country it may be seen, for the banks have 

loaned of their men as they have of their money, 
generously and willingly. 

The Merchants-Mechanics Bank has a proud 
record in this respect, for its service flag bears 
twenty white stars—a score of employees now 
serving with the colors. Many of the large 
banks have sent more of their boys ‘‘over there’’; 
thousands have not given so many—but it is 
safe to say that comparatively few in the land 
have not been called upon in some measure to aid 
Uncle Sam with soldiers as well as cash. And 
behind each service flag—of twenty stars or 

two—lies a distinct labor problem, that of han- 
dling increased work with a staff depleted by the 
loss of men trained in bank work. 

In perhaps no other department has this 
drain been more severe than in the bookkeeping 
department, where accuracy and speed of pro- 
duction are so essential, and where ‘‘more busi- 

ness than usual’ has placed so heavy a burden. 
Yet, in the Merchants-Mechanies Bank this 

problem has not proved a problem at all. A 

Tt AN upper window of the Merchants- 

Behind the Service Flag 

glance behind the scenes will show how the bank 
has done its patriotic duty with no sacrifice of 

efficiency. In fact, since the United States 
entered the war, several worthwhile improve- 
ments in service and general working effective- 
ness have been accomplished. 

For one thing, all the bookkeepers who have 
not left finance for war have been promoted to 
better jobs, filling vacancies in the bank’s staff, 
and the bookkeeping work is now handled by 
girls. 

Second, posting now not only occupies con- 
siderably less time than formerly, but is being 

done more accurately, more neatly and more 
satisfactorily than ever before. 

Then, too, overtime, which formerly could be 
counted on to bob up its head more than once a 
month, is no more. 

More than that, the bookkeeping is being 

handled with 40 per cent less expense than before. 
And this in a bank that has sent twenty of its 

young men to the colors. 
Baltimore, as one well known author de- 

scribed it, is a “‘city of first things.’’ The first 
real railroad built in the country ran to Balti- 
more; it was the first city in the country to use 
illuminating gas. And no American can forget 
that here was the birthplace of our national 
anthem. In fact, Baltimore has ever been in 
the forefront in answering the call of war or 
peace. 

Baltimore is conservative to the core; yet 
Baltimore is progressive—conservative in her 
pride of traditions, her families, her historical 
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associations; but progressive in her civic 
achievement, her modern shipping and railroad 
facilities, and the up-to-dateness of her banking 
system. 

And the history of the Merchants-Mechanics 
First National Bank is the history of Baltimore. 

As its name would indicate it is the outgrowth of 
the consolidation of several banks—in reality, 
eleven. Back in 1792, a branch of the United 
States Bank was established in Baltimore, and in 
1835 this branch was purchased by the Merchants 

National Bank. A succession of mergers since 
that time has produced the present organization. 

The Merchants-Mechanics Bank is proud of 
its history, of its sons and of its war record, as 
the big service flag and a host of relics of older 
days will testify. It is conservative with the 
conservatism of Baltimore, and progressive in 
the sense that it has never sacrificed efficiency to 

custom. It has lived up to the reputation of the 
“city of first things” by adopting the most 

modern methods, without losing its ideal of 
old-fashioned, warm-hearted service. 

So, soon after this country entered the war, 
the Merchants-Mechanics installed twelve Bur- 
roughs Ledger Posting and Statement Machines 
to handle its 4,800 individual accounts. It also 

uses two machines for country bank statements, 
representing about 1,200 accounts. This is the 

Merchants Mechanics First National Bank 

Baltimore, Md. octo sta, 1217. 

Burroughs Adding Jachine Company, 
Detroit, ich, 
Gentlemen:- 

Twenty of the young men of the Uerchante-llechanics 
Piret National Bank respomied to the call to arus when war ms 
ieclared, 

The sudden drain on our working force did not serious- 
ly inconvenience us however, due largely to the fact tht the 
use of Burroughs Ledger Posting and Statement Machines in our book- 

| “eeping department made it possible to substitute inexperiencea 
young women for the experienced aen operators who formerly kept 
the books with pen and ink, 

Some of the men bookkecpers who did not enter the service 
have been promoted to other wrk, with which they are pleased, 

Te are glad to state that the young women operators on 
the machines are doing excellent work, and naturally the expense 
on those desks is reduced, 

The economy, accuracy and all aroumd satisfaction result 
ing from the use of your mechines pleases us very such, and we 
could hardly be induced to return to the old syste. 

Being the largest W.tional Bank in the South, handling 5 
large as well ac amall eccounte through that territory we naturel 
ly have a great deal of bookkeeping, and it is our idea always & 

ep in touch with the latest meth: 

secret of increased speed and accuracy, despite 
the fact that a score of employees have joined 
army or navy since last spring. 

As the cashier, John B. H. Dunn, states in the 
letter reproduced herewith, the fact that this 
drain on the bank’s working forces did not 
seriously inconvenience it is largely due to the 
use of Burroughs Machines, which made it 
possible to substitute inexperienced young 
women for experienced pen-and-ink bookkeepers. 

With virtually no previous experience in 
either bookkeeping or machine operation they 
were able, with little instruction, to take up the 
bank’s bookkeeping where the men—trained in 
such work—left off. The change from pen-and- 
ink posting to machine methods was made with 
an ease and smoothness that fitted in well with 
an established plan which has always been 
strictly adhered to by the bank. This is perhaps 
best illustrated by a story told by the bank’s 
officials themselves. 

Leaving the bank one night two of its officers 
were attracted by a machine being used to weld 
a joint in the street railway tracks. They asked 
what the machine was doing and were told by a 
workman that it was used to “‘smootha-da-spot, 
mak-a-da-ride good, no bumpa-da-bump.”’ 

Instantly the officers’ thoughts went to their 
own methods of eliminating all rough spots in 
their service, and Burroughs Bookkeeping 

Burroughs Ledger Posting and Statement Machines can 
easily handle increased posting work in your bank with the 
same or less man-power. On the left is a letter from the 
Merchants-Mechanics Bank telling how Burroughs Machines 
relieved the sudden drain on its posting force; above a busy 
scene in the busy lobby of this big bank. 
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on Burroughs Bookkeeping Machines. Their work is 
always neat, speedy and accurate. Forms shown on 
the right are typical (reduced) ledger and statement | 
sheets posted by them. The checks are subtracted and | 
the deposits added automatically and the new balance 
mechanically computed and printed. All dates, ciphers | . | 
and punctuation are automatically printed in the : : 
proper places. Overdrafts are automatically detected by O nN O ia\ O \ 
Burroughs Ledger Posting and Statement Machines. S\ 

Machines have made it possible for them to 
avoid just such a bumpy spot by carrying on the 
work as though a complete change in posting 
staffs had not been made. 

With the Burroughs Ledger Posting and 
Statement Machines the twelve girls handled the 
work from the very beginning, just as though 
they had been doing it for years. The accounts 

were divided into eight ledgers, with one book- 
keeper to each ledger, while the other four make 

all the statements. 

Clearing house items are all posted in one run 
in the morning. The counter checks and 
deposits, discounts and collections are posted in 
the afternoon and are divided into from three to 
fiveruns. The last run each day is completed in 
plenty of time to permit the girls to leave the 
bank at quitting time. 

With Burroughs Bookkeeping Machines it is 
possible to post ledgers and statements either 
vertically or across the page. In the Merchants- 

Mechanics Bank both methods are used. The 
ledgers are posted horizontally and the state- 

31 ADVERTISING 

ments vertically. In either case, as the items are 
posted the checks are automatically subtracted 
and the deposits added to the old balance. 
The new balance is mechanically computed 
and is printed in the proper column by 
depressing the total key and touching the 
operating bar. 

Proof of posting is easily obtained. After the 
ledgers are posted, a list of new balances, called 

the ‘“‘white list,” is run off on the machines. 
The next day the statements are made in one 
run, and the new balances are then checked 
against those on the ‘white list.’”” This 

method makes detection of any errors in posting, 

either in amounts or to the wrong accounts, a 
certainty. 

Inaccuracy, like overtime, was banished from 
this big bank when Burroughs Mechanical 
Bookkeeping Methods replaced the old style 

pen-and-ink-and-blotter ways of posting 
accounts. With the work proved as it now is, 
trial balances have ceased to be a source of 
worry and are run off as an item of routine. 

[ Burroughs 
Clearing House 
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Another bookkeeping bugaboo 
that has passed out of the book- 
keeping life of the Merchants- | 
Mechanics Bank is that of pass N ACCOUNT WITH 
book balancing at month-ends. | MERCHANTS-MECHANICS FIRST NATIONAL BANK zs 
With statements posted daily ENE ae “on 

the necessity of balancing cus- 
tomers’ pass books is gone. This 
not only eliminates the peak [Fe === = 

creorr peaease ¢ BALANCE 

+ ff 
load of work at the end of the |=: ETT 

month but removes the necessity 
of patrons surrendering their |< 

pass books, which are really their 
only receiptsformoney deposited. | = : 133824 

Bookkeeping holds none of the 
problems or figure worries for et 2 13773 

the girls in the Merchants- 

Mechanics Bank that so often 
accompany that profession. 
They know bookkeeping as it is 
performed by Burroughs Ledger 

Posting and Statement Ma- 
chines. The old bookkeepers 

who were promoted to better 
positions when the bookkeeping 
revolution came, smile know- 
ingly, however, when they think 
of the difficulties presented under Se Se 

the old pen-and-ink regime, and 
can appreciate the improve- 
ment wrought by Burroughs i 
Machines. 
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W. H. B. Evans, who has 
charge of a large part of the 
bank’s accounting work, voiced the opinion of 

these bookkeepers when he expressed the belief 
that without Burroughs Bookkeeping Machines 

the girls could not have taken over the work 
without special training. And the girls them- 
selves are greatly pleased with their work, not 
only because of pride in a job well done, but 
also because they feel that they are ‘“‘doing their 
bit’’ by filling in where men would otherwise be 
needed. 

Thus the Merchants-Mechanics Bank did 
more than merely solve a serious labor problem 
when it installed the machines. It permanently 

released men for war service by enabling women 
and girls to do the work. It also drove out 
overtime and errors, reduced expense and 
bettered its service to depositors. 

The same difficulty presented to this big 
Baltimore bank through loss of men, and so 
easily overcome, is probably affecting hundreds 
of other banks throughout the country. Just as 

Burroughs Ledger Posting and 

Statement Machines solved the 

problem for the Merchants- Burr 

Two girls with Burroughs Machines post country bank statements with ease 

Mechanics Bank, so can they enable your bank 
to carry on its work with less effort and less 

expense than before. No matter how large or 
how small your bank may be, no matter what 
the bookkeeping troubles that must be over- 
come, Burroughs Machines can banish them. 

Burroughs Bookkeeping machines compel uni- 
formity because abbreviation, dating and 
punctuation are standardized; they compel 

accuracy because all computations are mechan- 
ically made and because a dependable check on 
human errors is provided. These features mean 
economy and efficiency of operation—efficiency 
which is desirable at any time, but especially so 

at present, with business rapidly increasing and 
man-power at a premium. There is no bank 
Which cannot use a Burroughs to advantage in 
solving this problem. 

Full information can be obtained by tele- 
phoning or writing the nearest of the 189 
Burroughs Offices maintained in the United 
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States and Canada, or by 
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New Business for Your Ban 

‘Automatic Re Receiving Teller 
ILLINOIS TRUST & oe BANK. 

“oa Pete wedtalier | 
oS 

A Practical Savings Plan plus An Education in Thrift 

To get most people to save, you must make it easy and 
convenient for them to do so. 

The AvuromaTic RECEIVING TELLER does this at low cost 
and with little labor. It enables children, wage-earners— 
people who find it hard to save —to put aside a little money 
often, without cost of time, carfare or trouble. 

Has solved the thrift problem for the banks, for school 
children and wage-earners. ‘This ingenious device has made 
it possible for banks to place an accurate, effective, yet simple 
and profitable savings plan into schools, factories, stores, ofhce 
buildings and various other public places. 

Brings the bank to the depositor and thus will procure for 
you thousands of Voluntary, New, Permanent and Growing 
Accounts, that you would not otherwise obtain. 
THe AvuToMATIC RECEIVING TELLER is endorsed by school 

boards and faculties because it teaches the habits of thrift 
efficiently without detail work or responsibility upon boards 
of education and teachers. 

It is an economic device, welcomed and encouraged by 
employers of labor. These men, foremost in the great thrift 

campaign now sweeping the country, want their employees to 
save. Here is the one attractive, interesting plan that creates 
the desire, and makes it convenient for them to do so. 

The AuTOMATIC RECEIVING TELLER is a new business 
department in itself. Through absolutely exclusive, original 
and dignified means it reaches people of all ages, in all 
walks of life, and produces volumes of lasting and profitable 
business. 

How OPERATED: This machine receives Pennies, Nickels, 
Dimes, Quarters, and issues for your bank numbered stamp 
receipts of like denominations. These, the depositor pastes 
in the stamp folder furnished for that purpose, and when 
one dollar or more in stamps has been accumulated, he 
takes them to the bank and receives regular, interest-bearing, 
pass book credit in exchange. Stamps purchased with spu- 
rious coins are identified and not redeemed. Any section 
automatically locks when tube is filled with money or stamps 
become exhausted. 

Write our general offices for details of our system and 
evidence of its successful operation. 

AMERICAN BANKING MACHINE CORPORATION 

Equitable Building 
NEW YORK 

General Offices 
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN 

First National Bank Bldg. 
CHICAGO 
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The cost of running your bank mounts 

higher and higher. BAKER-VAWTER 

COMPANY otters two plans to re- 

duce the pressure on your profits. 

EARLY 60c of every $1 gross that your bank earns is 

consumed by expenses. 

itors expect a growing Service. 

Competition is keen. Depos- 

It is high time that you 

were reviewing suggestions to lighten your burdens. 

The First Plan 

Locate your unprofitable accounts, both in- 
dividually and by classes. 

Accomplish this easily and with but little ad- 
ditional work by installing a simple running cost 
analysis. 

Baker-Vawter Company will lend you efficient 
aid, and show you how to 

—determine the overhead expense and distribute it 
in one of several practical ways 

—determine the earnings or losses on each depositor 

—fix the minimum balance necessary for a profit 

—ferret out the accounts which appear profitable but 
are in reality “parasites” 

—learn the really profitable interest rates to pay 

—know when to exact monthly charges on checking 
accounts 

—locate accounts which should be loaned money to 
bring up their net balances 

—discover those accounts receiving too liberal interest 
due to excessive return patronage in country collec- 
tions, etc., or because of usually having too many 
checks in the mail 

—find the percentage of profit or loss by departments 
in your bank. 

Know your costs. Plug the leaks! 
only profitable new business! 

Seek 

Request our salesman to call. 

BAKER-VAWTER COMPANY 

LOOSE LEAF 
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You incur no obligation. 

anufacture 

AND STEEL FILING EQUIPMENT 

The Second Plan 

Fully 25c to 30c (in smaller banks even more) 
of each $1 gross earned by your bank is paid out 
for salaries. Supplies average 5c or less per $1. 

Adopt labor-saving devices. Then your 
present force will care for the growing volume 
of work. Or if crippled by the withdrawal cf 
some workers, the remaining force will be able to 
close up the gaps without hiring green help. 

You have heard of the wonderful increases in 
production which “Time and Motion Study” has 
effected in shops and factories. 

Similar principles have been applied to ac- 
counting work by Baker-Vawter TIME and 
MOTION STUDY. Many improved systems and 
devices have been evolved. They cost little, are 
easy to use, yet save big. 

Experience proves that with machine posting 
75% of the time is spent not in operating the 
machine but in handling the equipment. 

The reason why THE BIG MAJORITY of 
banks use Baker-Vawter Equipment for machine 

posting is that it saves the most time in operation. 

. This is but one of the many time-saving accomplish- 
ments which will be suggested to you if you will check over 
your methods from A to Z with the Baker-Vawter man. 

Write Dept. B, either factory: 
B118 

BENTON HARBOR, MICH. 
HOLYOKE, MASS. 

Sales Offices in 45 Cities 
Salesmen Everywhere 
We Have No Dealers 
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